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MEMPHIS, TENN.

.Bondsman Convicted Sentence To 3 Years
Bryant T. Williams Will
Appeal His Conviction

Delegates From All Over State Accuse Police
To Meet In Nashville Saturday Of Beating Man
To Plan Voters Registration in Handcuffs

Bryant Williams, 39-year-old were badly kept at Memphis
former bondsman for the Mem- Bail Bond Agency, and that
phis Bail Bond Agency at 519 he did not know when the
Mrs.
Vance ave., spent almost two secretary,
Frankelle
days of a week-long trial in Wand, entered money on them
Criminal Court last week try- after he brought it in. He said
ing to convince a 12-man jury he was not given receipts for
that he did dot embezzle one bond premium money.
cent while employed by the
Williams also claimed that
firm headed by Robert Wright. he was frequently contacted
The all-white jury listened at work by Wright who needattrntatively to his and other ed to rush to the bank and
testimony, and on last Friday make deposits to cover checks
night deliberated for only two that had been written by the
hours and five minutes before firm.
returning a verdict of guilty
He said he had to pay "rent
and recommended punishment and other bills for
dear friends
of three years in prison.
of Robert Wright."
Williams is free on bond, Williams said he made a trip
and his attorneys will ask for to Chicago and Detroit with
a new trial.
an N. J. Murphy to bring
The state, with Assistant back a fugitive in Wright's
Atty. Generals Lloyd Rhodes car, and was given only $25
pool Beverly Room, 4070 the affair. The ANDY GOOD- and Minor Tait prosecuting, for expense money, despite
RICH QUINTET of Tennes- only attempted to prove that the fact Wright had told the
Winchester at Lamar. The
models director is Mrs. Ann see A&I State university is Williams Was guilty of taking jury he furnished the pair $300
the featured artist. The pub- $136 in bond premium money for the trip.
Mitchell. Models are Misses
lic is invited. The Easter seal from the firm which he left in PRODUCED VOUCHERS
Williams, Bobbie
Shirley
"Then you are telling this
Jones, Anna Pearl Carter and campaign for Crippled Chil- February 1861.
dren and Adults will benefit HAD WITNESSES
jury that you made the trip to
Doris McKee. Mrs. Cornelia
The state introduced sever- Detroit and Chicago, a' trip
Crenshaw will commentate from proceeds of the affair.
al witnesses who swore they that lasted four days, for less
had given bond premium mon- than $100?" Tait asked.
ey to Williams, but which was
Williams said that "w h e n
never turned in to the comSee APPEAL, Page 2
pany.
Next Saturday, April 21, has
Capt. H. R. Ray.of the Membeen scheduled for the Peace phis Police department said
Corps Placement Test for this that he arrested
Williams in
area. The test will be given at April 1961 while he was
workPost Office, ing
Main
Memphis
with Associated Bonding
ably because of the continual
Four students and one adInterested
m.
p.
8:30
at
starting
and Insurance company.
raise in taxes and the instabilvisor from LeMoyne College
should contact the
persons
He said that Williams re- will attend the annual meetity and lack of experience of
Main Post Office.
fused to talk, and said he ing of the Tennessee Student
some of the elected officials."
must be AmerVolunteers
would not make a statement Education Congress, Friday,
He was speaking on the
ican citizens at least 18 years until he could see
Shelby County Unity Plan.
his lawyer. April 13, at Tennessee State
of age. Married couples are
of
Shortly afterwards, he s a i d. University in Nashville. The
Harsh said the Chamber
both qualify and
if
eligible
"chasa
offered
he
has
Commerce
was stopped by Williams state student group meets
have no dependents under 18
in the corridor of the station jointly with the adult Tennessis — and that is all — the lityears of age.
and
told that the charges se Education Congress.
tle body that it has was dictatThe Placement Test is not
ed by vested interest." He add- competitive. Anyone with the would have to be dropped 'or
Going from LeMoyne are
ed "some people are trying to equivalent of a high school ed- someone in the police depart- Willie Ray Terry, state presiment
is
rush the plan into law too fast.
going
to
get in dent: Countess Johnson, state
ucation is eligible to take the
They will kill it. I'm not a
secretary: Hattie Mangum and
test. There is no passing score. trouble."
quick-trick artist."
Williams
later
denied mak- Gwen Jones, both local delePeace Corps application
He went on to point out that
ing
the
statement
during
his gates. Mrs. Charle P. Roland,
blanks can be obtained at
he had studied the Miami (Fla.) Memphis Main Post Office and nearly two days on the stand. audio-visual coordinator at the
Metro government. He said he
'BOOKS
NOT
PROPER'
eOnege. will accompany t h e
may be completed at testing
He told the jury that hooks students.
time.
See LOCAL, Page 2

Otha Rhodes, 22, of 1126 Tully, Apt. 42, received a letter
on March 4, 1962, from James
W. Campbell, director of personnel for Memphis, informing him that he had passed the
ivil service examination and
his name had been placed on
the eligible register for patrolmen.
But Rhodes will not likely
wear the uniform of the Memphis Police department.
For the past two weeks he
has been in John Gaston hospital where he was taken
after being arrested Friday
night, March 30.
His wife told the Tri-State
Defender that her husband
had been drinking on that
night and decided to go out GERSOPPA DUKES Affairs:
for barbecue sandwiches and Extraordinaire — Fashion
REV. CHARLES WILLIAMS beer at the nearby After Hours models compare notes with
cafe.
President Robert Dillard
most effective and indispensShe said that after her hus- (center) on 'TASHIONS IN
to
which
with
able weapons
band had been gone a while ORBIT" which they will disachieve this long overdue as- something told her to go and play Easter Sunday night,
said
people,"
our
piration of
see about him, and when she April 212, at 7 p. m., at ClearRev. Williams.
arrived at the cafe she saw the
The meeting is open to any police were there and when
citizen of the state, members she got inside she saw her husof churches, civic clubs, and band sitting on the floor
handcuffed with his nose
fraternal organizations.
A delegation from Memphis bleeding. He reportedly startis in the midst of forming a ed a'fight when he couldn't
ear-pool which will leave Sat- pay for the food.
Mrs. Rhodes said her husurday morning from MutualFederal Savings 45/ Loan, 588 band told her that the officers
Shelby County Commission
Vance ave. Persons interested stopped while en route to the Chairman Dave Harsh said
in using their automobile or hospital and beat her h u s- "anyone who is worth his salt
welcomes the challenge of a
riding with someone should band again.
"When I was finally per- new system of government
contact Atty. A. Willis at JA
mitted to see him," she said. here." He was guest speaker
7-7166.
"he was all swollen up a n d at the regular monthly lunchlooked like Emitt Till did aft- eon meeting of the Memphis
er he was taken out of the Frontier International Club, at
the Eagle Club last Wedneswater.
Mrs. Rhodes said her h u s- day.
He went on to say "governhand's nose was broken, h 1s
liver injured, and one eye ment here has a bad image
damaged to the extent that he in the minds of people, probalmost lost it.
The Rhodes have two chilThe Brownsville branch of sons were denied their civil dren and are expecting anoththe NAACP said on Monday rights.
er in two months.
that it will ask the Justice DeA relative, who was in the
She said she did not know
The Yawn Choir of St. Luke
partment to investigate the house at the time of the shoot- what she and the children
slaying of a Negro man and ing, said Deputy Sheriffs Pete were going to do for food, Baptist church gave its second
the arrest of a Negro woman Hunter and another deputy since her husband was their annual Musical last Sunday
afternoon. Miss Johnetta
on last Saturday afternoon. came to the home of Mrs. sole support.
Baptist
According to Rev. Eddie Mattie Reed and told her they
After being released from Rhodes of Golden Leaf
W Currie, pastor of First Baptist had a warrant to search the the hospital, Rhodes will face church was the guest soloist.
church, Brownsville, and pres- house for whiskey, and when charges of disorderly conduct, Other guests included the conNo one paid serious atten- with a long butcher knife and
ident of the NAACP branch she insisted the warrant be assault and battery and resist- gregation of St. Stephens Baptist church, 1005 Berclair st. tion to Eddie Lee Nash, 36, of returned to the scene, a n d
there, witnesses have report- read to her the pair forced ing arrest.
1624 Lake Grove when police when Thomas, a cook at the
ed facts that show both per- their way in and proceeded
arrested him for creating a Ambassador hotel came in,
to search the premises.
distubrance at 1517 Orr st. last Nash asked, "Why did y o u
FOUND WHISKEY
have me arrested?"
week.
of
Wolf
L.
Sylvan
Rabbi
reportedly
The deputies
Speechless at the sight of
weekthe
was
Israel
Temple
Thomas
Lee
Altha
told
He
Mrs.
Robert
which
went into a room
In a story about Mrs.
the 14-inch butcher knife,
LeMoyne
at
speaker
chapel
going
am
ly
"I
at..
Orr
1517
of
we
Owen,
rd.,
Ledger
Garfield
1396
Reed rented to
Lee Britt,
reportedly ran into a
Rev. Gene Ewing has con- 63, broke open a trunk and stated that she was a teacher College Wednesday morning, to get you," witnesses report- Thomas
as Nash . said, "Well,
verted a theatre at 997 Mis- found two bottles of bonded at Porter school. The story April 11. The LeMoyne Choir, ed after Thomas refused to let corner,
are not going to have
sissippi blvd., into a place of whiskey and three bottles of should have stated that she is under direction of Prof. John him stay in his room and call- you
anyone arrested again," a n d
religious worship. People from corn whiskey, confiscated it, a teacher at Alonzo Locke. We Whittaker, rendered appropri- ed police.
started slashing the victim.
all walks of life have been and told Mrs. Reed, "Let's go." regret that the error occurred. ate numbers.
As soon as he paid a $26 fine
Thomas. according to witcongregating there to hear
When she asked why the
for disorderly conduct, he
him talk as well as watch him deputies wanted to arrest he",
See FRIEND, Page 2
rushed home armed himself
heal and bless persons claim- the relative said the officers
vasuffering
been
ing to have
slapped her.
rious ailments.
Owen was seated on the
wel"we
said,
minister
The
of
people
—
everybody
come
1962 Memphis. Enrollment
See SLAYING, Page 2
all faith as well as those withFollowing are the names of contributors to the memberout religious experiences."
ship drive for the first report-meeting:
Rev. Ewing is accredited
CASH
VALUE
NAME
with doing outstanding work
Boyd, Urla, Miss (Donation Georgia
R. E. PALMER
JESSE H. TURNER
in the Alabama, Little Rock,
$ 5
$ 5
Avenue School)
Ark., and Mississippi in the
A
A packed Bruce Hall on the
real
estate
and
broker
phis.
of
a
Society
Residential
15
15
Bunton, Rev. H. C.
area of civil rights, human LeMoyne College campus is
banker are expected to be Appraisers, the American In15
15
rights and interfaith under- predicted for the April 19
Collier, Huston
among the various authorities stitute of Real Estate Appraisstanding. His staff is integrat- Jazz Workshop featuring The
19
19
3)
School
Collins, William (Melrose
who will participate in a two- er, and Certified Property
ed. All of his meetings are in- Memphians, Tom Ferguson's
2 day workshop in "Salesman- Managers Association. He also
Ford, Ezra (Bal. Pd.)
tegrated. He invites the pub- Sextet and Honeymoon Gar65 ship" which is being sponsor- serves as chairman of t h •
65
Georgia Elementary School (9 Boys)
lic to attend meetings at 997 ner's Trio.
15 ed by the Tri-State Defender, Whitehaven Utility District,
15
Gray, Edward
Mississippi blvd.
unis
session
jazz
big
The
15 Omnibus-100 club and Owen board of arbitration tax equal15
Gurney, William T.
Leof
sponsorship
the
der
ization program. He will speak
25
25 college, May 4-5.
Harris, Prof. S. C.
Council,
Student
Moyne's
All sessions of the two clin- on "Real Estate As a Promo7
7
Carl
Weakley.
Jackson,
L.
Floyd
by
colbe
Owen
will
ic
headed
held on
tion and Sales Technique."
50 lege campus.
50
Lee, George W., Lt.
This marks the second anTurner, active in civic and
7
7
The real estate broker is
nual Jazz Workshop presentLyons, Joseph
community organizations is a
15
15
E.
III,
Robert
is
Palmer,
who
ed in Bruce Hall by Fred
McDaniel, Rev. J. A.
member of Shelby Count,
Cook, a WFEC-TV personali15 chairman of Memphis a n d Democratic Committee. He is
15
Nabrit, Rev. H. C.
FRANK KILPATRICK
County
Shelby
Planning
ty and one of Memphis' most
ComLEWIS TALIAFERRO
15
15
a certified public accountant,
Price, Pres. Hollis F.
enthusiastic jazz buffs.
will Sims, Howard E.
15 mission. He is also an instruc- a graduate of LeMoyne c o l25
Two local civic leaders have House of Representatives,
real
of
at
tor
estate
University
Jack Hale is leader of the
iege and obtained a Masters
make a non-political speech. Smith, Dr. Alvin K.
15
15
of Tennessee.
17-piece Mernphians, which been engaged to address t h e
He will talk on World Litera- Smith, Dr. V. A.
25
2.5 The banker is Jesse H. Tur- degree in business administraperpetuates the big band era. members of the Omnibus-100
cy with which he is affiliated Speig'ht, Dr. W. 0. Sr.
25
25 ner, executive vice president- tion from Chicago University.
Ferguson is band director at during its regular monthly
He will speak on "Proper
here.
25
10
cashier of Tri-State Bank of Record-Keeping for Sales."
Memphis State University as dinner meeting which is schedC.
W.
Weathers,
Pilpatrick will speak on job
Memphis.
well as one of the city's top uled to be held at 6:30 p.m.
25
25
L.
C.
Wells,
opportunities in government.
Palmer, a native Memphian, Enroll by calling Owen Coljazz pianists. Garner. a disc t the Eagle Club, 580 S. Wel10
The meeting is open to the Brown, Sarah, Mr.
in real estate business lege Business department, JA
tarted
,
jockey at WDIA, blends his lington st.
75
public. D;nner will be "dutch WDIA Radio Station
with his father's firm Palmer 5-1373, the Tri-State Defender,
piano with drums and bass for
Atty.
are
leaders
The two
19
treat."
Melrose School
13tothers — in 1932 after at- JA 6-8397 or Omnibus 100acme real swinging, close-to- Lewis Taliaferro and Frank
410 riding the University of Ten- Club at JAckson 5-3068 See
Call th( club at JA 5-3068 April 3 — 10 Members
423
home jazz.
the
Kilpatrick.
to make reservations for
405 essee. He is a member of the an application form on anoth515
Previously RIported — 30 Members
Tickets are on sale at LeState Senator TA I iliferro dinner. Laarrence S. Wade is
$815 -al Estate Board of Mern- er Psi&
$938
Moyne and Goldsmith's Cen— 60 Members
5
April
Date
To
Total
who is a candidate for the U.S. the club's president
tral Ticket Office.
REV. GENE EWING

A state-wide meeting of Negro civic and political leaders
has been scheduled by the
Tennessee Council On Registration and Voting for Saturday, April 14 in Nashville. The
meeting has been set for 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. on the campus
of Fisk University in P a r kAL Johnson hall.
ilr Announcing the meeting is
the president of the council,
Rev. Charles F. Williams of
Memphis who is also t h e
grand master of the Tennessee
State Masonic lodges.
Main items on the agenda
are (1) to formulate plans for
a gigantic state-wide voters
registration drive. (2) to coordinate Negro voting strength
during the Aug. 2 gubernatorial election. and (3) to set-up
plans to analyze issues, candidates, and their positions on
various issues.
Also a proposal has also
been offered for a new set of
by-laws.
Rev. Williams said "we plan
to unite the Negro vote across
Alithe state of Tennessee to use
Wit as an instrument to c o mmend respect and justice in
treatment and consideration
In political, civic and economic affairs of the state.' He
added:
"It is my opinion that there
is a great need for unity in
the Negro effort to obtan firstclass citizenship. The ballot
has proved to be one of the
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SATURDAY, APRIL 14, 1962

NAACP Youth Council
Starts Membership

StarliStops

•

The Memphis Branch of the Membership Drive.
NAACP Youth 'Council plans If you are a teenager, not
tir launch its 1962 Membership a member of NAACP Youth
Drive Friday night, April 13, Council, you can become a
AT E. H. CHUMP
laith a "Candlelight Social member of the NAACP Youth
Rt. 4, Box 763, Millington; Lori Lang.
HOSPITAL
l'pur for Freedom" at the Clay- Council by attending the meetbey, Alton Norris.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Buckbeen Temple AME church ings which are held each FriMarch 23.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. ley, 2246 Clarksdale; girl,
dating room at 294 Hernando day at 4:30 p. m., at the
Mr.
Williams,
and
Mrs.
2380 Perry rd.; boy, Elaine.
Aiphonso
NAACP
office at 234 Hernando at.
Yates, 1985 Frisco, Apt. 6; boy, Daniel Ellis.
s
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew J.
e objective of the affair
Dante Romero.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wil- Bradley,
545 Crump; boy, AnWto arouse public interest and
liams,
$47
Linden;
boy, Greg- drew Jackson, Jr.
TOP STUDENTS HONOR- LeMoyne college who had
tin, Willie Mae btaelln, Muth 24.
participation in the NAACP in
ory
Bernard,
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Jones,
ED—The Foote and CleaMr. and Mrs. Willie K.
perfect record of all A's. Georgeann Wainwright. Bet`Order to obtain this year's goal
Match 27.
born Homes Tenant associaLewis, 17641
/
2 Warlord; boy,
Guest speaker was Lt. tye Jean Fisher, Lt. Lee, 2149 Hubert Cl.; boy, Phillip
hr 1,000 new members.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lee
Brunson, Bruce Lawran.
tion gave a program in
George W. Lee. The stuMrs. Chapman, A. B. Gre- Tracey.
'The program shall consist
972-C
McDowell;
girl,
March
25.
DemeFoote Homes auditorium
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie White,
dents later organized the
of plays, skits, and dancing.
gory, president of the assoMr. and Mrs. Robert L. Dee, trius.
recently and honored high
630 S. Orleans; girl, Sheri
George W. Lee Civic Society
ciation: Jessie Brown, MyrRefreshments will be served.
(Continued from Page II
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
1320
Hines,
Hyde
Park;
girl, Sandra
Denisa.
average students living in for the housing project and
Organizations and clubs of each
tle Evans, Patricia McDan1150 Smith; boy, Jamard LeeMr. and Mrs. Robert L.
4 the seven city high schools you work for Robert Wrigh the areas. Spacial tribute named it for the speaker. iel, Eula Campbell and W. Rose.
ford,
Mr.
Mrs.
and
you
do
Alfred
quite
Rebera few things with was paid Mrs. Marion Nell Pictured here following proKearney, 4744 Tulane; bey,
'We been invited to attend
C. Weathers, assistant mafl.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Owill
son,
Jordan,
1544
Doris;
little
girl,
money."
Gail
Evans Chapmen of 831.5
Antonio Sebastian.
gram, from left, are James ager of the homes.
Vie affair.
83 W. Armstrong; boy, Calvin
Rene.
Mr. and Mrs. &liver L.
Kilgore, Shirley Ann MarThere will be a NAACP quiz Tait then produced vouch St. Paul, English major at
Lavell.
March
26.
ers
for
Price,
expenses
1190 Fountain et.; boy,
some signed
ia prizes shall be given to
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Billy
Mr.
and
Mrs.
by
Albert
Bryant
Griffin,
Williams
Ray.
for the
those answering questions concharter is concerned, you'll be helped me more than any
Perry, 2016 Sparks; boy, Mr.
1839
Kerr;
boy,
Cedric
trip,
which
Andre.
other
and
group."
included
admitted
He
Mrs. David Thomas,
that
speeding
cerning the NAACP correctly.
forced to follow it .. but
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jack- George R. Jr.
1216 &unmet; boy, Donald
Wires shall be given to school tickets, bills for a new generawateh. Slapping at newspapers, he was pro-labor.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Thomas, Perry.
son,
54
E.
McLeMore;
boy,
organizations which have the tor and some 19 meals, the
Presiding at the meeting was
he said, "You cannot depend
451 Tillman, Apt. g boy, April 4.
most members present. Lucky total of which was $219 and
upon the local press to give the Frontier's president, Rev. Joseph Harrison Jerome Jr. Isaac
Bernard Jr.
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Roscoe
McVay,
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Dodson,
number prizes shall also be asked why he had kept such
you
the facts about the charter. James A. McDaniel. Among
(Continued from Page t
March 28.
684 S. Fourth; boy, Ceronda
records.
given away.
That's why I appointed a 55- others attending were L. H.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilford E. Tyrone.
He said that he had done so was informed that two mis- man committee. They want to Boyce, William "Bill" Nabors, shot in the knee by Hunter,
Currently the NAACP Youth
Mr. and Mrs. John A. CaCouncil Is in the process of for income tax purposes, and takes were made in its forma- appoint seven out-of-town ex- Henry White, J. T. Chandler, who afterward panicked and Gleen, 1685 Ball rd.; girl,
Letitia
Antionette,
tron, 251 Decatur; girl, Tina
reerganization; however, sev- not because he would be re- ion: (1) They rushed into it, perts to head the police, fire, Thaddeus T. Stokes, Dr. E. fired ibur shots into Owen
March
29.
Marie.
eral activities have been plan- imbursed.
and (2) they did not plan for a anssistant to the mayor. etc." Frank White and Herman E. killing him.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Hearn,
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Smith,
ted for the next couple of The stale claimed that Wil- consolidation thoroughly.
HELD 114 JAIL
During a question and an- Caldwell.
/247
Springdale;
girl,
Linda
362 Driver; boy, Willie Lee.
menths. On May 14. the Youth liams was embezzling funds
Harsh said "there have been swer period, H. A. Gilliam, an
Mrs. Reed was being held Elizabeth.
Harsh Was attorney for the
Mr. and Mrs. William R.
Council shall have "Jim Crow's to maintain himself and his 600 law suits filed against Met- insurance executive, asked Memphis Housing Authority in the Brownsville County
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Wil- Brown, 1342 N.
Ftineral." The public is invited. family in a higher bracket ro government in Miami. It is Harsh: "Why are they in a big about 25
McNeil; boy,
years before he was jail on Sunday and efforts of liams, 3548 Rochester rd.; boy,
William Robert.
The Annual Youth Council than his income would permit. not working."
rush to have us accept a pack- elected county commissioner relatives to visit her were re- Marian
D'Alto.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Glass,
Coronation Ball will culumi- At the time of his arrest, the
He said that he recommends age deal?"
portedly denied.
in 1956.
AT JOHN GASTON
1860 Grimes; girl, Virgie Mae.
nale the activities of the 1962 state said Williams had some that one third of the councilHarsh replied by saying,
Rev. Currie said it was re- HOSPITAL
Mr.
and Mrs. Willie B. Ea16 active accounts, including manic members, under the pro- "Memphis Board of Education
ported that Owen was slain March 21.
son. 1891 Castalia; boy, Randy.
ones at tailoring shops. jewel- posed charter, be from minor- is against consolidation. We are
in a gun battle with the offiMr. and Mrs. Eugene ParMr. and Mrs. Robert Q.
ry stores, and several cloth- ity groups — specifically, Ne- forced from dire necessity to
cers, but witnesses said only tee, 1420
James; boy, Eugene Ftedic, 580 Beale; boy, Hergroes and labor.
ing and department stores.
consolidate our school systems
the officers had guns.
Jr.
cules.
The county commissioner because Memphis gets the bigADMITTED ERRORS
Deputy Hunter, who shot Mr. and Mrs.
John D. Logan,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward D.
Asked about money given went on to say "the poor man gest share of our money obOwen,
is
the
brother
of
Sher(Continued
from
Page
96
1)
Vaal; girl, Felecia Darnell. Richmond, 904 Latham; girl,111.
(Continued from Page 1)
to two specific women, Wil- cannot run in a political race tained from bonds."
iff Taylor "Tip" Hunter, who
Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Teal, Tracy Renee.
The commissioner added, porch, it was reported, and was elevated to office after
netses, staggered to the home liams !mid he owed the first because he cannot contact 100,3843 Midland; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Barnett,
of'his mother, Mrs. Ida Lane one money for keeping the 000 people. Wealthy men or "Some people think that I'm when he saw the deputies his brother, Jack Hunter was Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. Seale,
743 David; boy, Terry.
children, and the second one people with vested interest or going to help them put iheir beating Mrs. Reed he stood killed while trying to arrest
at 1529 Orr.
293
Decatur;
boy,
Reginald.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lewis,
ulterior motive are the ones government over while I'm up and told them the whiskey a Negro two years ago.
"He came in the house just was being repaid money he
Mr. and Mrs. Reggie P. Fox, 500 Tillman; girl, Eva Maric
who run. I've only seen one running for office." He stated belonged to him and that he
one mass of blood," Mrs. Lane borrowed from her.
2186
Hunter;
girl,
Luverne.
Mr. and Mrs. Dershan Mcman like Lewis Taliaferro — further, "My enemies who are was the one that should be
The American Iron & Steel
told the Tri-State Defender, Williams admitted that he
Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah Banns, Gee, 328 Cambridge; boy,
institute reports about 42 bil- 1186 Springdale; girl,
"and said, 'Mother, call a doc- had turned in bond premium he started out as a great liber- liberals say I'm conservative arrested.
Angela. David Lang.
According to the report, one lion steel "tin" cans are made
money on occasions for $250 al. Now he's a great recrea- — conservatives said I'm retor. I am dying.'
t ionary."
creattonary. I'm trying to go deputy stepped in front of annually in the United States, Mr. and Mrs. Willie C. Scott, April 5.
"We called an ambulance." bends when he had actually
703
Provine;
boy,
Robert
Lee. Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
Harsh told the club mem- down the middle of the road. Owen as the other drew his an average of 860 cans per
she said, "and while we were furnished clients with $500.
Mr. and Mrs. Gabriel Dow- King. 3964 Crystal; girl, Anbers "as far as the proposed You people (Negroes) have pistol and was accidentally family.
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that
they
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"honest
wrting for it to come, he
ney, 2969 Hale; boy, Marcus gela Patrice.
looked up from the floor mistakes" and not contrived
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Mr. and Mrs. David S. Grayto
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of
money
where he was lying in a pudMr. and Mrs. James M. son, 782 Cherokee; 8;11,
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dle of blood and said. 'Moth- due it.
Cheeks, 891 S. Fourth; boy, Ann.
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er, are you all just going to
Robert Leon.
and
Mr.
Mrs.
George
W.
reportedly stolen from him,
lei me lie here and die?'
Mr. and MM. 011ie C. Ward, Boykin, 1869 n1; boy, Farris
"I told him that we were do- Williams said he was sitting
903 Trask; girl, Mary Delois. JerOme.
ing all we could," Mrs. Lane in a car in front of the West
April 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Cox
said. "But he died right after Memphis Police station one
Mr. and Mrs. Murry Crow- 3036 Nathan; a girl.
night and someone opened the
he got to the hospital."
der, 692 Concord; boy, Calvin April IL
car door and took the money
Bernard.
IN HIS ROOM
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Qiulling,•
out
of
his
pocket.
Mrs. Lane said that her son
Mr. and Mrs. Otha Jefferson, 1037 N. Seventh; boy, Randy.
922 N. Main: boy Clyde.
told her that he had come He sold he repaid Wright
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Gale, 931 Rucker, 1939 Clovia Lane; boy,
home about midnight Monday $25 of the Money "not because
and found Nash and t w o I felt I owed it IA him. hut beS. fourth; girl, Sharon Mane. Robert Alton Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
other men in his room, which cause of the spirit of the matMr. and Mrs. Lee H. RedBurks, 649 S. Second; girl, mond, 662 N. Third; girl, Ruth
he hadrented three weeks ter."
Dorothy.
earlier, and the group wanted CHARACTER WITNESSES
Anita.
Several persons were put
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C.
to sit up and drink.
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest E.
wash, she said, got into her nn the stand hy Defense Atty.
Fleming, 179 Vaal; boy, Joseph Filtids, 1441 Lambert; bey,
'mita.
soa's bed and announced his Wilbert Chiapella as characJeffery Darnell.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence C. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Harintentions to stay there for ter witnesses for Williams.
Price, 159 Vaal; boy, Dar- ris, 852 LeMoyne Mall; girl,
the night before her son came among them Prof. J. D. Springer. principal of Booker T.
home to telephone police.
rell.
Yolanda Faye.
Sirs. Vinla Grandberry. who Washington high school, Attys.
April 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin E.
livhs at the Orr Street address Isadore P. Baer, Granville
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Bid- Eranklin, 1307 Effie; twin girls.
W. E.(Bill) Andersen
Farrow,
Ike Clinton
and
where Thomas was stabbed
dle, 1500 N. Second; boy,
Mr. and Mrs. William Rhea,
I Consider It a Pleasure
In the back, chest and several James C. Galloway, but all
Steve Darnell.
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You.
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admitted
when queried by
ether sections of his body, said
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Mr. and Mrs. Calvin S.
funeral services for Thomas ing the trial was Mrs. FrankAnglear Fay.
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consumer group
were held on Sunday night at elle Wand, secretary of the
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ware, Calvin Sylvester Jr.
the Homeland Church of God Memphis Pail Bond Agency,
895 Florida; boy, Jerome Earl.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben A. Shaw,
in competitive tests
in Christ. Burial was in Na- who was arrested last June
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Wil- 2525 Shasta; boy, Michael
tiohal cemetery on Monday on charges of embezzling and
Hams,
782 S. Dudley, boy, Reese.
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morning with Victory Funeral whose trial is still pending.
Oliver Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter L.
Judge W. Preston Battle
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and Save
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Tennis Practice
At John Rodgers

Memphis Tennis Club has
scheduled practice sessions and
practice matches at John Rod
gers Tennis Court for Sunday,
April 15, starting at 2:30 p.m.
Last week's practice matches were held between Ben
Blakey and Ted Craft and Antony Katoe and Dr. John E
Jordan.
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FRED COOK'S Second Annual JAZZ WORKSHOP, Thursday, April 19, 8:30 p.m.,
Admission S1.50
BRUCE HALL ...Featuring 3 Orchestras--- FiZe eAleolddetra, d'ort geepaon16 540.141
(Students $1)
. ikoney
l
44,941 Va4n,e4 4 8'44
LeMoyne College
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4th Annual Science Fair Set
May 3-5 At County-City Schools
Bering brings more tan set for May 3. 4, 5 at Bruce
Will in weather. It also biting:, Hall on LeMoyne college's
announces the direcout budding sciences among
WHEN A FRIEND visited posts unless your are a part
tor, William Lowe, a Booker
school students.'
the offices of two cronies he of a wedding, funeral or bapThe fourth annual Science T. Washington High school infound them out despite the tismal services. Harsh said "I
Fair for Memphis area has been structor. He said an estimated
fact it was about 1:95 p.m. agree." His luncheon audience
3,000 students from 32 city and
As he was leaving he said said, "We'll have to see the
county schools are expected to
Johnny and Stanley must be interior of the church."
attend the Fair.
in the chips again. They are FIVE LITTLE WORDS on a
Who is eligible to enter extaking those long lunch peri- piece of brown paper were
hibits? All students in city
ods. When they are' less for- passed around at a party last
and county schools from fourth
VISITS MEMPHIS — Isaiah
tunate . . oh, well! it does Saturday night—to men only
thru 12th grade.
Bishop, certified public acnot take long to eat soup.
—and had every one of them
Pupil from fourth thru ninth countant of Los Angeles. was
Dorothy McGhee, Katrina
Tommie
Green, Fredric
PTOMAINE POSON struck laughing as if he would die. PORTER JUNIOR HIGH
grades will participate in gen- in Memphis recently, whore
Wortham, Johnnie Milam,
Owen
Patricia Graham. Bessie
a woman in the Castalia area Women were puzzled. A SCHOOL—A. B.
eral science exhibits. Tenth he arrived by jet and visited
down. However it didn't strike moron is supposed to have Chapter of the National Mitchell, Elaine McGowan. Virta Crawford. Third row,
thru 12th grades will make his sister and hrother.in.law.
Christine Jones. Second row. Gerald Robinson. Alfred
hard enough to prevent her thought up the idea that is Junior Honor Society memMembers Of the Grumbling entries in biology, physics and Mr. and Mrs. Carlee Gipson,
bers inducted Thursday. Patricia Walton, Carolyn Dyson, James Lincoln, Milton
from raising up to berate her making men look foolish.
college choir and guests were chemistry.
of 198 Elder rd., before conWright.
HerEugene
Left
to
Alteena
Lane.
March
29,
are
shown:
Yancy.
Edna
Burts,
RECITAL
physician on Thomas St. whom
A BEAUTIFUL
All entry applications
tinuing to Crenshaw, Miss., to
man Pruitt, Raymond Wells entertained at a dinner party
Foster, Don Roman, Jerry
she accused of failing to treat was reportedly spoiled here right (1st row seated) Chrisfolcomplimenting
the
group
be sent to Aubrey Turner, Ma- visit their parents. Mr. and
Johnson. Stennis Trueman, and Burnell Hurt.
her immediately after arriv- last week when an accom- tine Collier. Andrea Morlowing
a
concert
at
Owen
colnassas High school, 781 Fire- Mrs. Hudson Bishop. A gradLolita
McKissick, Cecil Lincoln. Edwin Jones,
Ailing at his office. A friend of plished concertizer,- not satis- r o W.
lege choir by Ralph L. Parks, stone blvd., Memphis 7. High uate of the secondary departWthe posioned woman called fied with the sounds being
the new chapter, who gave a senior at the college, at the school senior winners will be ment of Mississippi Industrial
of
her white physician who ar- produced by her instrument—
the response, and Stennis True- home of his mother, Mrs. awarded scholarships. Other college, he completed his edurived at the ill woman's home one generally associated with
man, who made the acknowl- Louise Williams of 145 N. winners will be presented cation at UCLA in Los Angeles,
30 minutes later. Now the ill angels — attempted to manuedgments.
Watkins.
H. owns and operates several
pins.
Woman is talking about her facture some of her own, and
Oratory from new members Parks is a member of the
The Fur is sponsored by businesses in that city.
not to the delight of the au"Negro doctor."
added lustre to the candle- choir, and more than 40 per- Universal Life Insurance ComWILLIAM "HOPE TO BE dience. It was enough, we
sons met at his home for the pany. Frank Gray, a teacher Knight of Carnes school is
GOVERNOR" FARRIS is be- were told, to stampede the The first induction ceremo- Douglass Hith school and a lighting feature participated in party after the concert.'
at Douglass High school is co- chairman of the executive cam,
nies of the A. B. Owen Chapter former principal of Porter. by Edna Suits, Gerald Robin- Among those seen
ing accused by a number , of house.
dancing director of the Fair, and W. T. mittee.
A MEETING WAS almost of the National Junior Honor Speaking on "Academic Excel- son, Jimmie Coleman and in
local politicos of "mudding up
the spacious living room
Patricia Walton and Virta
the water." There are always turned out when a good Society of Porter Junior High lence," he pointed to academic
were George Herts, Arthurmore fish in the pond than brother described a preacher school, Thursday, March 29, excellence as the key to suc- Crawford.
Music was supplied by the lean Johnson, Henrietta Coras being "good, considerate has been termed "Porter pro- cess, in meeting the challenge
out.
bin, both accompanist for the
of education. He referred to Glee club, directed by Mrs. choir; and Hannibal Parks, Jr.
FRANK KILPATRICK is and understanding." An op- gramming at its best."
the source of a lot of specu- poser said you have just des- Thirty-one honor students of several outstanding Porter stu- E. M. Wynee, and the school
Enjoying games of cards
the eighth and ninth grades had dents who have achieved prom- band, directed by Harry Win- in the dining room
lanai'. His brother Demos is cribed a social worker.
were James
WHEN ALPA GAMMA CHI the distinction of meeting the inence recently. He was intro- field.
Wondering if he will remain
Garnett, Arthur Griffin, Anon the political wagon he is had a Roaring 20's dance re- objectives set forth by the Na- duced by Jerry Johnson, vice Principal Owen, while con- nie Pearl Baker, Carl Hubnow riding, or will he change cently, Thelma .Ezell walked tional Junior Honor Society: president of the Honor Society. gratulating the inductees, made bard, E. J. Washington and
cliffs in the middle of the off with two prizes—best 1. To create enthusiasm for Also on the program was ES surprise presentation of a $25 Herman Freeman, Jr.
election flight. We have no dressed "flapper" and best at superior scholarship.
Rev. John C. Michle, pastor of savings bond from the faculty Others present for the party
2. To develop loyal pupil cit- Second Congregational church, to Jerry Johnson, who recently were Hannibal
doing the Charleston.
way of knowing.
-Parks, Sr.,
DID YOU KNOW a Negro izenship.
Commissioner Dave Harsh
who gave the invocation, Ind won the Shelby County Spell- father of Ralph Parks; Evans
deMiss,
has
Spring,
desire
to
ing
Bee.
3.
To
stimulate
a
Holly
said he has finally found in
DOWN
Miss Katrina Wortham, secreBradshaw, Mrs. Virginia ReePAYMENT
Aisomething on which he and clared his ,candidacy for a serve faithfully one' school and tary, who introduced the pro- Miss M. A. Reeves served as dus, Miss Barbara Williams,
hisHouse?
Is
EveryU.S.
community.
seat
in
the
"Against
Mayor Henry
gram.
the chairman of the committee. Tommie Williams, Mrs. VirSMALL"ITNLY
thing" Loeb can agree. Loeb tory repeating itself or are 4. To promote trustworthy The induction ceremony was Other members were Mrs. ginia Harris, dean of women
PAYMCW T6
OU
Mississippi
rising
leadership.
Negroes
in
St.
cannot
see
at
that
one
Leola
said
conducted by the A. Maceo Elizabeth Elrod, Mrs.
and Grambling college and
,
again?
for
Gilliam,
Mrs.
Holley,
Episcopal
Church
O'Neal
COME
TO
OUR
OFFICE
TODAY
exemplary
qualCALL
US
OR
Mary's
5. To instill
Walker Chapter of B. T. Washchaperone on the tour.
ities of character and to give ington High school, of which Mrs. Eva McChriston, Frank
Assisting Mrs. Willianis in
recognition to those pupils who Roosevelt Brooks is president, A. Davis, jr., O. B. Johnson, serving were Mrs. Mary Bradattain and possess the above A. B. Owen, jr., principal of Ezekiel Owens and Webster shaw, Mrs. Nettie Duncan,
mentioned attributes.
Porter, and Frank A. Davis, Williamson,
888 POPLAR AVE,— Phone: JA 6-0651 or JA 6-0652
Mrs. Velma Copeland, Ralph's
Featured guest speaker was jr. Other program participants A reception followed for grandmother; and his aunt,
Brooks.
president
members
and
guests.
Melvin N. Conley, principal of were Fredric
Mrs. E. J. Washington.
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Visiting Choir
Feted At Home
Of One Member

First Honor Society At Porter
Named After Principal-A. B. Owen
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A galaxy of talent has been The star of the rock 'n' roll
lined up for the second annual part of the show will be Miss
"Big Beat" show which is Barbara Stephens of Atlanta,
scheduled to be held at Le- Ga., whose recording "For The
Moyne college's Bruce hall on Life I Love," 'rocketed her to
nation-wide fame.
April 27, starting at 8 p. ni
The sensational Mar-Keys, The "Twist" will be on trial
are expected to make their that night. "IRritt," the well
first public appearance in Mem- known comedian, will be acphis during the night of the cused of putting a new twist
diharity and scholarship show. to the "Twist." No doubt "the
.1so appearing will be vocalist swinging jury will find him
William Bell, known for his guilty."
recordings, "Well Run Dry" Masters of ceremonies will
and "Formula of Love." Char- be Dick Cane Cole and Humky
les James of "One Mint Julio" Dory, both of WLOK radio staand "Old Rocking Chair" fame. tion.
Also appearing will be the The show will be divided into
man of "Look at the Girl," two parts — the rock 'n' roll
B. T. James. Devid Porter, and the "Spiritual Singing."
young recording artist, will do Joan Golden of radio station
his "Farewell" and the flip. WLOK will - carry you to a
side "Chivalry." The five meeting on the old camp
girls vbices — "Tonettes" — ground with spiritual and goswho are accredited with bring- oel inspiration.
ing the "rotation" to Memphis, Appearing on the gospel
will sing a song by the same show will be the Five Voices,
name. Ben Branch and his the Hamilton Aires, the Patsinging-dancing group, the Lar- tersonaires, Rev. W. M. Fields
goes, noted for "Saddle-Up I.Ty
Junior choir, and many others.
Pony," will be there.
Also appearing will be SpenOther entertainers will in- cer Wiggins, known for his
chic the Triumphs, the seven- golden voice of inspiration.
piece band which put out Proceeds from the show will
"Burnt Biscuits," will be supinto the Beale Street Elk
plying the background music. go
Lodge's scholarship and charities funds. James E. Watson
and Robert Jackson are cochairmen of the project.
Tickets are on sale at Stroziers Drug Store in Douglass;
Ware's and Vescova's supermarkets in Walker Homes;
CARS OR
Castalia supermarket in Castalia Heights; Gert's barber
USED CARS
shop in North Memphis; Downey's supermarket in South
Memphis; Young's grocery
store in Orange Mound; Lucy
FINANCING TO SUIT
Strike cleaners, Paul's tailoring, WLOK radio station, Beale
YOUR PURSE
Street Elks, Mind Way Sundry
in Binghampton, and Goldsmith's central ticket office.
Out-of-towners should send
World's Largest Ford Deal
money orders for tickets to the
THIRD & GAYOSO
Big Beat in care of Radio Station WLOK, 363 S. Second st.,
JA 6-8871
Memphis, Tenn.

From Us

Kroger Cut Tenderay

KING AND QUEEN—Members of the Buenos Amigos
Social Club met recently
and elected the king and
queen of the club for 1962,
and seated is center axe
Jlinnie Doyle, king; and
Mrs. Maybell Powell, queen.

Also seated in front row
are Mrs. Darnish Williams,
assistant business manager;
and Mrs. Alice Cooper, right,
president; Standing, left to
right, are Jesse Crader, sergeant•at-arms: Mrs. 0 la
Durham, assistant sergeant-

at-arms: Alonzo Powell,
vice president and treasurer; Mrs. Theola Johnson,
financial secretary; and Joe
Lewis, business manager.
Doyle is secretary of t h e
club and Mrs. Powell, chaplain.
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None Higher
Is Coming To
Beale Street Auditorium
Sunday, April 15

DRESS PANTS
5495

DOUBLE
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S1095

ALTERATIONS

FREE

FOREVER
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•
Harty Sirnmorp.
and His Orchestra
Featuring Joe Scott
Also
Charles James • The Clovers
Don Hines
DOORS OPEN AT 7 10 P.M.
Advanced Ticket $2 • Al Doer S230
SPONSORED 55 CLUB HANDY

Golden Ripe
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CASE OF 24 89e
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through April 18
Limit One.
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Masonic Lodges
Plan Observance
Easter Morning

thought only in terms of putting the least possible into nothing upon which to build..
The great collapse of our
everything their hands touched., Then what they had touch- cheating and trickery will inevitably come when we can
ed became so dark until a
least afford it. These things
moral, spiritual, and material
creep into our lives at ebb'.
breakdown took place.
tide. When we will have spent.
How tragic to see countless ourselves
then the house fal)6
people resign themselves to a down.
f.
place of second or third degree
All along we have deceived
Easter Sunnise service and
living because they had
ancient ceremonies have been
thought that subpar materials ourselves with the building of
arranged by Rising Star Chapwould do the job. To me love our homes and our lives we
"And
everyone
that
hearknow deeply within ourselves
putting as little into life and
ter No. 180, "Rose Croix" King
eth these sayings of mine, getting as much as possible is very essential in a success- that we have
put things into
Frederick Consistory No. 38,
and doeth them not, shall out. This has never worked ful marriage but love is not both that will
not stand the
32nd and 33rd degree Masons
all. The man who sits down
be likened unto a foolish and never will.
test.
Those people who spend
Ancient
Accepted
and tells his wife day by day
Scottish
man,
which
built
his
house
all
of
their time and energy
The classic example is that he loves her and
Rite.
makes
upon the sand: and the rain brought out
in the life of this no further provisions will making short-cuts will wake
The Ceremony and Religious
descended, and the floods man who
up
one
day to learn through
set out to build a wake up one day to learn that
service to be held at Mt. Vercame and the winds blew home. He
found the cheapest he will have a dead wife. She tragic experiences that life
non Baptist Church, 547 Misand beat upon the house place he
demanded
a little more than
could find—he built needs some food and many
sissippi blvd., will begin at
and it fell: and great was with the cheapest
other things to go with that they had put into it.
lumber
6 a.m. Illustrious Peer James
the fall of it." Mali. 7:28, available and
The lives we live are o u r
then he expect- love.
A. McDaniel will be principal
27.
ed his house to stand up like
speaker. Approximately 300
Man is inevitably a build- most cherished possession. It,
MAN THE BUILDER
in
his
the final analysis we getneighbors
' who had put the er — what he builds
members with guests will atand how the most
The most challenging — the best of everything into h i s
we must put the mot
he builds it are two other factend this annual observance.
most intriguing thing that man house. No doubt he went about
into it. If at the end of thit
tors. It is at this point that life
Following the religious service
will ever have is life! It is at boasting how little he put
journey
we
are able to 1 o
into travels separate roads. B u t
and ancient ceremony breakthis point that each of us his house and how much
back and see a well-spent lift
his
fast will be served to Consistshould put all that we can into neighbors had put into theirs. whatever our roads we must we must start at this
poin
ory members and their guests.
it to make it as positive as hu- But. in everything with which put all that we can into mak- The old poet years ago admo4
ing our lives what they should
,...
C. in C. Ill. Peers H. W. Beemanly possible. But one of the we deal there is a testing
ished his readers to 'boa'
be.
cher, Subline Prince Cassell
tragedies of our day Is count- stage.
more stately mansions, 0
in*
We live in a day of boast- soul'. Today
Hughes, M. W. P. M. along
less thousands of people have
we must think in
Nobody climbed up in the ful cheating
with Subline Princes Beverly
and undescrib- terms of building
dedicated themselves not to attic —
stately
nobody went Under able trickery. Many
mans
Artison, chairman, George
living positively but rather to the
of us sions, things that will
house to examine the sills. stand around boasting
endure
Graham, Clarence Cochran,
over the storms of life that
The Bible says the rains fell, the good
will
grades we have made inevitably come.
and Sidney A. Stewart, comOnly to the
the winds blew, and great was through
cheating. Many of us degree that we
mitteemen, are "going all
address ourthe fall of it. Anything built are modern
Jacobs in that selves
Out" to make this one of the
to such a plan of life
upon questionable foundations everyone
with whom we have
best observances in the history
with questionable materials come in contact
has gone away will we justify our stay here.
of the Consistory.
can not stand the test. This is tricked out
of
something
. We on earth.
BISHOP
The public is invited.
ANPD MRS. BENA "Musical Tea" will be a hard lesson for many men
a testimonial dinner in their
being presented by Senior
to gain here and now but what
JAMIN JULIAN SMITH are
honor. Bishop Smith, right, Bishop Luther Stewart, left. given in the home of Mrs. learn but it will be learned
about the future? What about
expressing happiness over
and his wife, are receiving
Looking on is Bishop E. P. Irene White of 1478 Carnegie sooner or later. It is inevit- the time
CHOIR ROBES
when our bag of
gifts presented them during
one of a number of gifts,
Murchinsom (Staff Photo by st., on Sunday. April 15, from able.
High Fashion Styling
tricks will run out and we will
4
to 6 p.m., and the public is UNREALI
Withers)
Superbly Tailored
ZED DREAMS
have to face life for all it is
invited.
- -At An Economy Price!!
Daily I come in contact with worth?
The tea is being sponsored hundreds of
people of unrealiz- HOUSE FALLS
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
by the Educational Board of ed dreams —
UNIFORM COMPANY
many times
I have noticed that in many
Mt. Sinai Baptist church.
311
South Moon 51.
these unrealized dreams are cases when tricks
JA 6-3641
have r u n
Call for Mrs. Lillie Pearce
Rev. R. L. Laws is pastor of their own
making. Some- out strength and every thing
(Member of Mt. Zion Baptist
of the church.
where down the line they else has gone
Church fie Information)
and there is
An estimated 400 persons said, "I am overwhelmed by Mrs. Smith ki a school
teacher
from four states attended a your expression of love and in Chicago, where they
maintestimonial banquet honoring appreciation. Every
person tain their residence. The
Bishop and Mrs. Benjamin likes to be appreciated. I have Smiths' are the parents
of two
The Carver High school Julian Smith in the cafetria of said during the next year no sons. Roy M., employed by
senior glee club and band Booker T. Washington High presiding elder or general of- Chicago's park district; and
will be presented in concert school last Thursday evening. ficer of the church will go with- Benjamin J. Jr., a teacher
at Salem-Gilfield Baptist Bishop Smith is the prelate of out somebody saying to them there, and a daughter, Mrs.
church on Sunday. April 15, the first Episcopal district of well done.'" He added, "No Carol Anthony, also a teacher
the Christian Methodist church time in my career have I felt in Chicago.
starting at 4 p.m.
more than now how we are
(CME).
Among other dignitaries atProceeds from the affair
Featured speaker at the din- really appreciated."
tending the dinner were:
will benefit the Christian ner was Bishop
J. Claude Al- Bishop Smith went on to
Milner L. Darnell, director
Youth Organization of the len, head of the CME church's say, "The
last four years have of Phillips School of Theology
church located at the corner third district. He
said of Bishop been the busiest in my life."
in Atlanta, Ga.; G. H. Carter
of Crump blvd. and Florida Smith, "He is a great leader
While talking about the of Jackson, Tenn., publishing
at., of which Miss Faye Ann who has given impetus
to forthcoming annual CME gen- agent for the church; F. r
McDade is president.
Christian education while eral conference, he revealed, Jeans of Jackson,
Tenn., secreThe glee club will be di- carrying on a struggle for civil "I know what I want to do, tary of finance: J.
L. Tolbert
rected by Miss Charlotte rights. He put on a one-man but I am going to go and do of Memphis, secretary
of the
Brooks.
campaign throughout the coun- whatever the general confer- board of evangelists; and his
Rev. A. L. McCargo is pas- ty for equal civil rights. His ence assigns me. I pray every wife; Rev. J. B. Boyd of Memcampaign was so vigorous un- night that the Lord will make phis, general officer; and his
tor of the church.
til high officiaLs of our church me as good as the people think wife; Mrs. C.
A. Kirkendall of
held great fear for his personal I am."
Jackson, Tenn.; Dr. E. E. Ransafety. However, he was unIn conclusion he said, "Noth- kins of Holly Springs,
Miss.,
daunted by fear." Adding, "he ing can take out of my heart president of Mississippi Inhas been a faithful loyal lead- what you people have put there dustrial college; Mrs.
R. T. Holer of the church."
during the last four years."
lis of Oklahoma City, Okla.;
He praised the bishop's wife
Among other guests praising Rev. C. D. Coleman
of Memas a "loyal mother and a de- Bishop Smith were Bishop phis, general officer; and his
voted wife."
Luther Stewart of Hopkins- wife;
In conclusion Bishop Allen ville, Ky., head of the second
Also appearing on the prolauded church members. He district; Bishop E. P. Murchi- gram were Rev. Henry
C. Bunexplained "if it were not for corn of Chicago. fifth district, ton, toastmaster;
Rev. M. H.
you members of the church, I and Dr. C. A. Kirkendall, pres- Burnett. Thomas Crosslin,
Miss
would be a third-rate, back- ident of Lane college in Jack- Gloria Lewers, R.
H. Slaughwoods preacher. I hope what- son, Tenn.
ter, 0. C. Suttles, Mrs. W. M.
ever happens to you, Bishop
Bishop Smith, a native of Collier, Mrs. Gladys Morris,
Smith will be returned as your Barnesville, Ga., has been in Rev. F. D. Adams, Rev. DeWitt
bishop after the general con- ministry 38 years. After grad- T. Alcorn, Rev. W. T.
Keys,
ference, to be held in Califor- uating from Howard university Dr. N. T .Walker, Dr. D.
S.
nia in May."
in Washington, D. C., he at- Cunningham, Mrs Alfreda
G.
In response Bishop Smith tended Northwestern univer- Bunton, Dr. John Glenn,
and
sity's theological seminary. He Rev. D. Warner Browning.
SPOTLIGHT
has helped pastorates in ChiThis week the spotlight falls
cago, New York, Kansas City,
on Clennon Saulsberry, a 1959
Mo., and Evanston, Ill., where
graduate of Geeter high school.
he was first called. He was ex- 'Don't sutler aetnnenSf- Bat Sesnerf s.
Clennon is president of the
I.ef nom Swabbing pMa M tOothedle
Centenary Methodist church, ecutive secretary of
the CME w,th fast mting OftA XL. Psfa
Young Men's Christian club, 878 Mississippi blvd., will carry
goes ito sooronch. Gum/M.444
church's department of Chris- w
money bacii. All bug slofm.
assistant director of the No. on a five-day revival during tian
education with headquar1 choir and chairman of the Holy Week starting Sunday,
ters in Chicago for 19 years.
Sick Committee.
April 15, and continuing thru He was elected bishop in 1954.
He is also vice president of April 20, announces the
He is a vice president of the
the Whitehaven Junior Civic church's pastor, Rev. D. M World Council of Churches
a
Grisham.
Club and coach of the Lake
member of National Council
Grove baseball team.
Conducting the revival will of Churches, president of the
be Rev. J. I. Dixion of Cincin- board of directors
at Collins
ANNIVERSARY
nati. Ohio, who is the super- Chapel hospital; as well as
The anniversary of Rev. and intendent of the Lexington
Lane college in Jackson, Tenn.,
Mrs. C. Dandridge was cele- Conference.
and Mississippi Industrial colbrated in a big way at Lake
Prayer service will be con- lege in Holly Springs,
Miss.,
Grove Baptist church recent- ducted from 7 to 8 p.
m., night- and a vice president of the Inly, and needless to say. the ly. Preaching will start at 8
couple was overjoyed at the p. m. Services are open to the terdenominational Theological
Center in Atlanta. G2
•
response.
public.
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Musical Tea Will
Benefit Mt. Sinai

Glee Club Prelate Of CME Church-And Band 400 Attend Testimonial Dinner For Bishop Smith
In Concert

';-'itliiERt9pleALWAYS(/ffini/gFRIENDS*

JACK SPRAT
FAMOUS
FAMILY
OF FINE
FOODS

West Holmes
YPCC
Club News

By
Thomas Saulsberry

Over 200 Varieties

Centenary Church
To Hold Revival

of fine foods for
your family's

TOOTHACHE

enjoyment!

•

U. S. CIVIL
SERVICE
TESTS!

CIVIC CLUB
The Civic club of this community has finally started acThe Capella Choir of Ru.st
tion to improve the commucollege has been engaged to
nity. The vice president, Lozie sing
at Ward Chapel AME
Boddie, and Sammie Hardchurch, 1125 S. Parkway East.
way, the secretary, made a
Sunday, April 15. starting at
trip to the court house recent7 p. m., announced the chairly concerning the paving of man
of the program, Charles
streets in this area.
Walker.
We commend the president,
William House, for starting
the movement.

Rust Choir To Sing

UNIFORMS

BASEBALL
The Lake Grove Baseball
clubs held their first meeting
of the season last week in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. W.
House. The board of directors
will meet in the near future
The Lake Grove junior and
senior baseball teams were
out for spring practice on
Saturday, and it appeared
that both teams will have a
successful season
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SAVE 8(

77 NONNI St., S.W.

Attests a, aserale

home

nom

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

MIDWEST MILK

$1.50 each
Fashion Enterprises

FREE information on
jobs, salaries, requirements. Write TODAY
giving phone. Lincoln
Service, Pekin 45, Illinois.

Michigan Avenue
Chicago 37, Illinois

6651

GO BY BUS „„„„,2,
•
It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
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A SPECIAL PROJECT
that the boys at Goodwill
Homes and members of the
Omnibus-100 club are planning. The service club members met with the youngsters last Sunday afternoon
at the Home to draw up
plans which include sports
and recreation such as bowl-

ing, basketball, dancin g,
hunting and fishing, golfing, boxing, movies, swimming and field trips. Omnibus members will coordi•
nate the activities for the
boys. In the center with a
paper in his hand is the
club's president Lawrence S.
Wade. The boys are John E.

Geeter Hi News Letter
By

George Hewlitt III

Barrett, David Scott. James
Granger, Robert Rivers, Elton Granger. Charles Rivers. Arthur Davis, Sylvester
Adams, Nosorine Moor e,
Stevenson L. Moore, Leon
Jones. needle Mor tin.
housefather. Club members
are E. Frank LaMondue,
Norvel Powell. Rufus R.
Jones. Thaddeus T. Stokes.

NOW IN MEMPHIS

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

AREAWIDE

A GUIDE
TO GOOD
EATING
By GRACE WILLIAMS

And

A MAN WITH THE MOST AMAZING MINISTRY

Evelyn Ayers

IN PERSON

GENE EWING
ALL RACES, CREEDS, NATIONALITIES ARE WELCOME
BRING THE BLIND, DEAF, LAME, SICK,

Collierville
Teen Age News
By
Lillie M. Brown

o

HEALING REVIVAL

••••••••••••••••••••••

EASTER FARE
With Easter just around the
corner, milady is probably
beginning to have very serious
thoughts about such things as
Easter bonnets, and Easter
menus. We'll let Dache,' Mr
John and the other designers
By GEORGE HEWLETT III American history.
the problems of the
Yes, we are finally catching handle
but we have
STYLIST IN SHOW
of that "stuff" called Easter bonnet,
hang
the
On Friday, March 16, the
some very positive suggestions
abWe
are
history.
American
Geeter Cosmetology depart- sorbing it a little better and for Easter fare.
ment sponsored an assembly
First of all, for the Easter
we have our grades to prove it.
elegant feast
program. Norma Rudd, Annie
Our dear history teacher, meal to be the
Hall and Frances Weaver, repyou wish, it isn't too early to
Rev. L. A. Wakefield, has been
resentatives of the cosmetology overwhelmingly chosen by the start planning. Love and mardepartment, took over the bus- seniors as one of the top teach- riage planning and preparing
a meal go together like a horse
iness of styling hair for the pro- ers of this week.
gram.
and carriage. The meal must
The three operators hold
be well-planned sp that it is
state operator's licenses and
a balanced one, balanced not
-tificates for practice within
only in regard to protein, carstate of Tennessee.
bohydrates, starches, and fats
The hair style review artisbut in flavor, color, texture
try showing TREASURES IN
and temperature.
HAIR STYLES, was devised
A balance in texture is
and produced by the three
achieved when a bit of crunagainst
stylists to acquaint students
chiness is played
with their skills and to show
something soft—silvered almonds with green beans
the latest in fashion hair color
and styles.
crisp lettuce with sliced toFeatured on the program was
matoes, crunchy cookies with
a "cool" number by Norma
ice cream. If the entree' is
Rudd and Bobbie Hamilton.
creamed then the vegetable
The two popular and talented By LILLIE MAE BROWN should be firm, such as creamour
spotlight
eek
This
w
broccoli
with
young coeds sang "God Bless
ed chicken
the Child," and were accom- falls on Bettye Ann Stokes, a spears.
high
Mt.
Pisgah
at
sophomore
panied by the superb ivoryAPPEAL TO EYE
tickling fingers of Evelyn Ay- school. She is the daughter of
Texture along with color
of
Dave
Stokes
Mrs.
Mr.
and
dance
meal eye-appeal.
ers. A neat interpretive
gives a
at.,
LeoCollierville,
South
255
by
performed
was
number
Never forget we eat with our
la Henley, Juanita Adams, Tenn.
eyes first. A meal of pale
Religiously, she is a mem- porit chop, mashed potatoes
Margaret Osborne, Christine
Bell and Johnny "Duke" Law- ber of St. Mark church where and cauliflower lacks color.
Rev. H. P. Sandridge is pastor. The eyes do not find it atson.
Socially, she is a member tractive. Using the same foods,
The attractive models for the
occasion were Alma Brownlee, of the glee club, library club, a fried pork chop, and apple
Marjorie "Miss Geeter" Word- and NHA. After graduation, salad with crisp celery and
law, Maxine Blue, Mildred she plans to attend the Uni- nuts, parsley buttered potatoes
Weaver, Juanita Adams, Jay- versity of Illinois.
and cauliflower with a cheese
dilyn Hall, Bobbie Rowell, So hats off to an intelligent sauce make a completely difIlIanessa Wakefield, Bobby young lady.
ferent picture.
Payne, Erma Casey, Pearlye TOP GIRLS AND BOYS
Have you ever been simply
Knowles, Dorothy Strong, Judy
Christine Boyce.
beguiled by the appearance
Mon.
Robinson, Clevetta Lott,
Deliah Gilmore.
of a dish but the first bite left
tee Davis, Vanessa Weaver, Ida
Emma J. Smith.
you "cold"? So obviously
JewOliver,
Larnon, Josephine
"looks" are not all. For a
Elizabeth Wilson.
Williams,
el Adams, Dorothy
meal to be balanced it must
Josephine McGhee.
Cheralene Haynes, Marylene J. B. Stout.
taste good.
Parharm,
Hardaway, Vernell
On ow tongues there are
William Bailey.
Corine
and
Gamble,
Lenetta
taste buds. Trey respond to
Donnell Stokes.
Oliver.
only four stimuli: sweet, bitter,
Thomas Brown, jr.
The hair style of each model
salty, and sour. Presumably
Burney Guinn.
by
explained
thoroughly
was
a meal is most pleasing when
DEDICATIONS
stylist.
the
"Lost Someone," Robert all the primary tongue tastes
SPOTLIGHT
are experienced. Perhaps the
Clarke and Willie Jones.
This week the spotlight fells "I Found A Love" — Jr. demitasse that so many find
essential "to make a meal comon Howard D. Cash. jr., who Three Stooges.
lives at 249 Honduras rd., with "Don't Leave Me" — Lillie, plete" supplies the bitter to
round out the battery of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. How- Dorothy and Charlesetta.
ard D. Cash, Sr.
"My Little Angel" — Phil- tastes.
In religious Me, Howard is lip Wilson and Georgia Boyce.
a member of St. Anthony Cath- "Duke of Earl" — Henry at the Masonic Hall in Cololic church.
and Joeretta Winfrey.
lierville, Friday night, April
Howard is president of the
6. "Tall T" will spin the platANNOUNCEMENT
Math club, Junior Red Cross,
There will be a platter party ters. Admission is 50 cents.
and the junior class. He also
serves as vice president of Los
akaballeros and is a member of
Application For Enrollment
Wie Athletic club.
Howard came to Geeter in
SALESMAN and LEADERSHIP
September of 1960 from Manasmainhas
and
sas High school,
SEMINAR PROGRAM
tained an A average thus far.
teachand
students
the
All of
ers are fond of him and respect
NA kW
(MIDDLE/
LAST)
him as a student and as a true
friend.
Presently, Howard has plans
•
A OOP 5 SS
(SIC Tel
(ZONE)
(CITY/
(STPt• AT
of becoming a journalist. I am
sure he will succeed and all of
POSITION
EMPLOY Fe
keep
us are pulling for him. So, restudying hard, Howard, and
REGISTRATION FEE: (Check one)
main at the top. Congratularegistration
tions to you.
registration fee of $9 is attached
My
on
INSTRUCTOR NOW
; will be paid by my employer
period
and
studious
a
Harold Ford,
1962.
successhas
popular junior,
fully passed an examination
Enroll by calling Owen College Business Department,
which qualifies him as a firstearned
has
He
instructor.
JA 5-1313, the Tri-State Defender, JA 6-8391 or Omniaid
a certificate which certifies
bus 100 -Club at JAckson 5-3068. See an application
im to administer first-aid.
form on another page.
ENIORS
Our senior class is really
My registration is financed by:
happy now!
Other
Self
Well. I guess we should be
My employer happy because this is the first
P.O. Rex 311, bleweiniwls, T•win.
DEFENDER,
STATE
to
s•-.4
TRI
six-weeks period that practically the whole class passed

lie

Hattie Gibson, song ty Boy Bloyd" Tate, Emmen":
leader, Patsy Payne, and re- uel "C a p on e" Armstrong
Ray "Nitty" Williams, and.
porter Patricia Cummings.
Jeweline "Little Sally Walker":
MASQUERADE
Last Friday, the Seniors of Owens.
Mitchell sponsored a Mas- CONFIFENTIALLY
querade party in the school
William Partee has a "heavy:
cafetorium. A number of stu- crush on C. Sanders . .
dents came dressed as form- Martha Geeter and Gweners, little boys and girls, beat- dolyn Hardin are now memniks, and the Roarding Twen- bers of the Metrecal Social.
ties fashions.
Club . . . Eva Steward has a
But, of all the unique and new dye . . Charles Martin
planning to hold their annual
LIMELIGHT
to
worn
costumes
humorous
puts food before girls . . .
This week the limelight falls dance, Friday, April 13, in the
the dance, special recognition Carl White has established the
on Miss Jeweline Owens, who school Cafetorium.
to Jerri Johnson and "Evelyn Campbell Fan Club"
Admission will be $1 stag must go
resides with her parents Mr.
Sylvester Walley, the Prize . .. now new members wanted
and Mrs. Tom Owens of 278 and $2 per couple All a r e
for the best costumes. ... Roland Beasley was seen asked to attend what will winners
Radar.
Jerri was decked out as a twisting, Bob Adair you had
She is captain of the Pep prove to be a swinging affair.
pirate from head to toe in- better make up your mind
Squad, vice-president of the INSTALLATION SERVICE
Recently the FTA held their cluding eye patch. Sylvester quick . . . Everything is back
Senior class, and Editor of the
danned the Typical dress of to normal with Ray Williams
Year Book Staff, Miss Owens Installation services in the
a 1920 bum.
and Mary E. Davis . . Everyis also a member of the FTA, school cafetorium.
Honorable mention must go one is asked not to put JerrThe following officers were
Band, NHA, and the 12-1 home
beroom, whose instructor is Mrs. installed: president, Jacque- to other students who appear- leen Deloach business out
line Robinson; vice-president, ed in very unusual and hu- fore she plans it . . Jeweline Daisy Scott.
secretary, morous costumes. Some of Owens do you think its fair to
Shipp;
She is a Mathematics Major Beverly
let Frank Dilworth occupy all
and after graduating from Gwendolyn Cheatham; trea- those were Carl "Farmer
of your time? After all there Mitchell she plans to attend surer, Delois Merrit; historian Brown" White, Gloria "Pinto get
Spelman college Atlanta, Ga. Mary Ann Snow; librarian, kee" Young, William "Pop- are others who want
The Seniors of Mitchell are Matery Henderson, Parliamen- sickleman" Partee, Carl "Pret- next to you.

MITCHELL
HIGH NEWS
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DEFENDER

REV EWING WILL BE PRAYING FOR THE SICK
DAILY AT 10:30A.M. & 7:45P.M.

CRUTCHES, CANES, GLASSES

Are Many Times

Discarded After This Man Prays!

2

GREAT
SERVICES

DAILY
7:45 P.M.

10:30 A.M.
Rev. Ewing preaches and
prays for the Sick.

A Great Holy Ghost Deliverance Service
with Rev. Ewing and the Entire Staff,

HEAR HIM
ON RADIO
DAILY

WLOK
9:30 - 9:45

The Famous Joe Robinson will be
singing in these meetings

MIRACLES
AS THEY
HAPPEN

NOW IN PROGRESS -997 Mississippi Blvd.

The New
A.B.C. Tr -Stat
e Defender A.B.C.
"The South's Independent Weehlt"
Herne Ofiric•i 236 Synth

wolitneoss —

JOHN N. SINGSTACKI

NAT D WILLIAMS

Phone JA. 6-13,7

ACRE IS SPRING...'N'"T1AE. FIRSI -WING UP
15'MeV I'VE TRIED EVERY-THING TA
S-rANIP II OUT AN' IT JUST KEEPS
SPREADiN. AN' SPREADIN'

6

eli

WATCH OUT MAMA!
home to look after the chilTwo or three important dren,
examination
reveals
Geiser& Menages
angles were left out of the some other sidelights. In the
THADDIUS T. STOKES
heated
Station
..
WDIA discus- first place present-day mothers
sion last week on the ques- are not as much needed
Substriptieri rater Owe year, $6; els months. $3.50, fasaear special Subsertstlee oats S101
by
tion, "Should married women children, nor needed as long.
Doi Tri-State Defender Delos Net Tabs Responsibility for unsolicited Manuscripts or Miles.
work unless absolutely neces- Modern science has reduced
sary?."
the role of the human mother
Published livery Thursdey by the NSW Tri-State eubliskiee Cis Second Class Posting POW
The pro's and con's of the almost to one elemental procdiscussion spread out all over ess . . . bearing the child.
at Memphis, Tennessee. Under Act of Minch 2, 111111,
the WDIA listening area. And
And give the test-tube exthat touches on the whole Mid- perimentor
s long enough and
South
.
.
.
into
seven
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
states. they'll come up with a substiFolk all over were calling the tute
for that chore. Baby-sitstation Monday night . . . ters, nursery
schools, kinderwhen the subject was thrown gartena . . .
take the kids
open for discussion,
away from home before they
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
recent months, . . . many re- It had already had an airing start crawling.
quests and inquires in re- the preceding Sunday after- And
in most instances the
gard to revitalizing and reor- noon on t h e famed WDIA people who operate
such places
ganizing ourselves" . . have Foru m, "Brown America know
more about bringing up
been made.
Speaks." And the topic was babies than the average
mothThe gubernatorial candidate batted around
no little by er ever knows. They've made
receiving the blessings of the Meg. M. S. Draper, widely- it their business to know. The
organization will be the can- known PTA official, Mrs. Lo- average mother puts more
didate whose chances of win- retta Hicks Kateo, popular heat than light on the situate•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ning will be strong. And who social worker associated with tion, and never gave a serious
will convince Negroes that the Family Service of Mem- thought to the population
exEfforts are being made to meeting in Nashville which is he will offer
Negro state jobs, Oils. and Housing executive, plosion.
- start a state-wide voter reg- scheduled to be held on Fisk In other words,
Negro poli- W. C. Weathers of Memphis.
In other words, the record
istration campaign. Undertak- university's campus in the ticians
are asking to share-- The panelists more or less might
show
ing the herculean task in the Park-Johnson Hall, Saturday, to a goodly
number—in the agreed that if a married wom- woman who that the average
Tennessee Council on Reg- April 14 starting at 10 a.m. 19,000
has children isn't
jobs that a governor an didn't just have to work really
istration and Voting . . . the and terminating at 4 p.m. Any has control
needed at home
over—directly or she should ordinarily remain
with them. So why shouldn't
same organization which made interested person can attend. indirectly.
at home, and not take a job she work and contribute somefruitless efforts to accomplish There are no charges.
W
WANT
NO
SANDWICH
denrivine some more needy thing tangible to the
a similar task about three Sponsors of the meeting
huge tax
No longer are Negroes sat- person of work,
bill the nation has to pay in
years ago during the Burford have said that they will not
Ellington-Edmund Orgill con- permit any person to cam- isfied with a few campaign
However. Mrs. Draper point_ Aid to Dependent Children,
test for the governor's seat. paign for any gubernatorial dollars and a pat on the back ed out that even a married Public schools, and the like.
Of course you know who won candidate during the affair. as compensation for working woman can get bored just re- As America moves
to cities
that race.
This is very necessary to pre- in political campaigns. The rnainine at home all the time. (urbanization), life becomes
It is said that, while the vent it from being turned into days for Negro voters to trade She and Mrs. Kateo joined in more complicate
d. It tends to
Tennessee Council is the same a little national Democratic his vote for a beer and a acleine that the vast majority become
more tightly organizorganization which failed to convention, I say Democratic barbeque sandwich is over.
of women would prefer to re- ed. Traditional functions
of
accomplish its goal, new blood convention because I do not
Negro politicians are seek- main at home and be simnlv people
change . .
even the
has been fused into the ranks. know of any Republican seek- ing the same things that his or completely housewives and
functions of mothers and fathYou must also take into con- ing to become governor during white brother in politics are mothers.
(Los Angeles Sentinel)
plan is impractical or because would tell what they realy
ens. It sounds solid and maybe
aideration that the political this current campaign.
seeking . . . jobs, favors, inNow that Brotherhood Week they did not want a Negro to think about the Birch Society.
Mr Weathers made them Profound to talk about the
climate has changed considerIt was also stressed that this fluence . . . in other words, stick a pin in
over,
is
wouldn't
it be just be placed in a seat in Ken- Dixiecrat solons in Washthe fact, how- way things used to be, and to
ably since Ellington became is a nonpartisan effort to reg- they want political patronage.
ever, that a lot of women refer to the old-fashioned up- wonderful if someone could nedy's Cabinet.
ington would be frank with
governor.
ister voters — both Mules and Is this too much to ask? No. need to
promote
frequently
a
over- Governor Rockefeller would the American people and adreconcile themselves bringing of yesterday. But that
As I recalled, during the Elephants . .
They have been denied it too to
looked
item
tell
these
days:
How
truth
the
on why he was mit that they are against givOvine on their husband's old-f ashioned upbringing
meeting three years ago, too FOR JUSTICE
long.
for the new Urban Depart- ing Negroes the ballot in the
income if they are to remain wouldn't do in today's world. about a Truth Week?
many men with vested interThe Tennessee Council is
Who will the Negroes en- at home.
During
ment
this
proposed
under
week,
Ike,
but against it deep South or equal job opThat ole day when anybody
ests dominated the meeting. revealing the fact that it hopes dorse as candidate? That is
a
portunities because they fear
The noint was also brouoht could whin anybody's child the following things might under Kennedy.
Each delegate went to the to use its strength across the difficult question to answer
happen:
The big aviation firms' top as the voting and economic
meeting
preconcived state "as an instrument to at this time. At best it would nut that a lot of juvenile de- has passed. You call the law
with
Politicians campaigning for executives would "level" on power of minorities grow they
linouencv. divorces, and other now • • • you'd better.
ideas about who should be command respect and justice be a wild guess on my
office would tell the truth whether they readily intend to may face the possibility of bepart. forms
of family break-on oc- What good is it for a woman
governor. Consequently t h e in the treatment and consid- However, let me
hasten to
about why they are running; "straighten up and fly right" ing defeated at the polls.
cur more or less directly be- to stay at home to raise her
purpose of the meeting—state- eration of Negroes in politi- say, that the vote will
not go
and whether it is just because on the government's directives
And strange as it may seem,
wide voter registration—be- cal, civic and economic affairs to the fast-talking, race-bat- cause the mother or wife has children . . . and the children
they need and want the money to ban discrimination in em- maybe some politicians who
to
came secondary.
leave
ain't
home
And
and
work.
there?
of this state."
Oh, she may stay the position pays, and the ployment and upgrading or actually tells
ing, the time-isn't right—canthe truth may
SATURDAY MEET
One of the reasons many didate. But to the candidate the general opinion again was around as a personalized "ba- prestige it carries.
whether they are just going be rewarded by being elected.
We should profit by our er- think that the effort will pro- who will be just in his treat- that for the sake of the fami- hv-sitter" until they're old
For example, the ,congress- through the motions in that
As a matter of fact, rememiy's stability, it is generally enough to make the
rors during the forthcoming duce favorable results is "in ment to Negro electorates.
first cm-- men in Washington would be direction in order to continue ber that Honest Abe and a
hest ,
or the wife or mother to ner. After that, she'd hatter honest about
whether they to receive multi-million dollar fellow who admitted he chopremain at home . . and not eel herself a motor scooter, if voted against
the President's contracts from the U. S. gov- ped down a cherry tree botlia
In Lynchburg, Va., that work unless it is absolutely she intends to keen un.
new Urban Affairs depart- ernment.
made it all the way to th411/
same night, where 2400 per- necessary.
T h e old days of slower- ment because they think the
Political
office
seekers White House.
WDIA listeners called in to paced living . . when parents
sons attended a recruitment
dinner in the E. C. Glass high make another point . . . name- and children had time to sit
school, of the 108 persons who ly, that today's high cost of around the family fire and talk
were recruited to work on living, makes it next to im- and teach . . left when the
voter registration, 27 of them possible for two people of av- radio and television moved in.
were white. Students from crave means to stay together Let mama start giving advice
Washington and Lee univer- sinless both of them are work- when Junior's favorite tale,
ATLANTA, Ga. — S.C.L.C.'s Ralph D. Abernathy, treasur- sity
were among the partici- 'oe • • • to sa y nothing of what
Sl'OW (.0,11PC run . . then,
President,
Martin
Luther er, S.C.L.C., Dorothy F. Cot- pants and an 8-year
ha/rm.
:ins
when children show
she rPArtiOn.
old boy
King, jr., kicked off the sec- ton, educational director, Citirun on the scene, or old parents
offered his services.
Cl1r1 fnlle used to say to kids, Editor's
ond phase of his South-wide zenship School, S.C.L.C., a n d
Lualaba
Nate: As a white the
river: Anti- kama today, George Fran•
have to move in for sunnort. "What
PANEL DISCUSSION
I tell you goes in one trader and the only busineta• Tshombe Baluba warriors con- goulis, an elderly Greek Trad'people-to-people" voter reg- Wyatt tee Walker, executive
The following day, Dr. King But, now let's face it. As ear
and comes out the other." man left in the town of Su. trolled the river banks be- er. His general store in a ramtitration tour with a press con- director of S.C.L.C, drove to and
party moved to Prince Ed- said at the outset, there
are That isn't so now . . with rec- kama, George Frangoulis
ference at Byrd Airport, Rich- the Slandford section, where ward
may tween Bukama and Kongolo. shackle villa is the town's sole
County, where 200 per- some angles of the situation ord nlayers,
radio and tele- be one of the loneliest men in Africans no longer came to business enterprise. He came
snood, Va.
with a team of 35 persons, sons attended the recruitment
which nobody has mentioned. vision. mama's and
papa's Africa. Bokama was a thriv- town to do their shopping. to Bukama a year ago from
The committee included: Dr. Dr. King canvassed the equiv- drive at Virginia State College. Agreed,
concerning
what's "sounds" don't even come near ing trading
Milton A. Reid, president, Vir- alent of eight city blocks.
center before 'tio. The remaining Europeans gave the chaos of Kivu province
At Hopewell, Va., after a been said, that most of us are the
kids'
ear.
Only some glam- lone, and tribal warfare broke up the struggle and fled.
after the worst of the tribal
ginia State Unit. SCLC, genThe response to Dr. meeting with the members of prone
to accept the arguments orized character on the
"alr" out in the wake of the granting I visited Bukama this week wars in central Katanga were
eral chairman: David Gunter. King's man-to-man approach the Hopewell Improvement As- stated
above without serious or on 'ha "col-pen" can
get any of independence to the Congo by railcar. It was much faster over.
the Rev. R. G. Williams, the was fantastically significant. sociation, the party sat in on onestion
as to their truth or
nf ree<as.e over to Jimir 20 months ago, but now it is —and safer—than traveling by
African customers are beRev. Curtis Harris and the Throughout the tour, he and the trial of 62 sit-in partici- hoar-ing.
nr,t,
Rev. Virgil A. Wood, co-chair- his party made direct contact pants at the Hopewell
a ghost town. A UPI cor- road. Highways in this part of ginning to trickle back into
City
But,
come
io
think
of
it, Foen the school teachers respondent who visited Bu' the country are no longer town, he told us, but many of
men, and Herbert V. Coulton, with some 10,000 persons. Court and waited until bonds
why should any woman fail to have had
to turn to electronic kama recently describes the maintained and after rain they the former rebels insist on
field secretary, S.C.L.C., vot- Knocking on one door, he were posted for the
defend- work if she has the desire and
paying in Congolese francs
gadgets to get their pre-di- scene in the following dis- can be hazardous.
greeted the astounded owner
er registration coordinator.
opportunit
y?
Under
modern
gested lessons to sink into the patch.
Even the single track rail- which are worthless in KaFr.om there. the party iour- conditions, it
A luncheon for 65 persons at with, "I'm Martin Luther ants
doesn't
take
over
pulverized pulp called the adroad showed signs of the eb- tanga. Few strangers visit B.
Zion Baptist church, arranged King, may I come in and talk neyed to the Mt. Level church a couple of hours to
By NEIL SMITH
clean the olescent mind.
bing economic tide. Grass kama these days.
by the clergy of the Fourth with you about voter regis- community in Dinwiddie Cram- average house
from
stem
to
BUKAMA
, Katanga — Civi- grew between the rails: this Frangoulis spoke to us
So, Mama might as well get
District and Richmond, follow- tration" "You sure are, and ty, where Dr. King addressed tern . . better
than
grandma
lization
has all but died in line which once carried up
you sure can," answered the 268 persons and signed up
ed the press conference.
to eagerly about anything and
could get her's with a whole on out of the house and go to Bukama.
everything. "I had a young
householder, "Come on in, but more volunteers,
TEAM OF 35
weekend of work, and pounds work, if she can find herself Other centers in the Congo five trains a day now takes boy
don't start talking
from the bush in the store
a job. After all, these Old Age
I get
only three a week. With few
At Petersburg, Va., over of elbow grease
After the luncheon, Dr. King the neighbors here!
. . and all
this
survived
morning," he said. "He
the initial buffetings exceptions the wayside staCome on 1300 persons attended a mass the children
checks, retirements pensions,
joining
in
the
batindepende
could
of
party
because
hardly believe his eyes
nce
and his
which included in!"
meeting
tle. With nothing to do but and the like, just can't make enough Europeans and trained tions were boarded up and when he saw
me. I was the
deserted, their signals out of
keep some skimpy little mod- ends meet all by themselves. Africans remained behind
first
white
man he had seen
to
ern house or apartment clean, Knowing she won't be able to keep things running. But Bu- action.
for
18
months."
The road from flukama's
why wouldn't a woman get live on the old man's pension kama was too small and today
The administrator drove us
bored . . especially if she's or welfare check, or the like, the very reason for its exis- shabby, peeling railway sta- down to the river
port. From
tion
to
the
town
is potholed a distance
young?
mama needs to pile up some tence has disappeared. The
it looked intact
Now, as to the old one about Social Security for herself. Europeans who built it and and rutted. Long grass and with modern warehouses and
stray branches reach out to
a woman's needing to stay at Now, whatchube
boats moored at the wharf,
brought it prosperity have left.
ts
clutch at passing vehicles.
but as we lurched along the
With them went the fabric of
civilization for local Africans The road climbed a steep appalling swampy track leadThe 48th Ward Civic club
had not been trained to take hill and we were in the tree- ing to the river we could see
lined main street. On one no traffic had passed
has made arrangements to inover.
this way
stall its new officers during a
Until June. 1960 Bukama side were a bar, bakery and a for months.
"For none of us Wroth to business
program at St. Peters Baptist
was an Important station on cinema. All were roofless and
The boats were abandoned.
himself and no man Meth
the main railroad from Elise- grass was poking its way their plates almost eaten
Much good will can be main- church, 1442 Gill ave., Sunday,
to himself."
bethville to the north. From through the jaggee remnants through with rust, One was
tained by answering all office April 15, at 3 p. m., announces
the
club's
president, Frank R.
—Romans 14 Chapter, 7 Verse. letters promptly. Seldom
here great flat bottomed stern- of windows. On the other side a barge laden high with coal.
is
• • •
wheelers
like
Mississippi were an abandoned hospital We were told it had been
anything resented more than a Kilpatrick.
Guest speaker is expected to
Answers to an inquires that letter or a telephone
steamboats sailed down the and the remains of what had moored there for almost 20
call be- be
Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon.
come to a real estate office ing left entirely unanswere
Lualaba river to Kabalo more once been a bank. An African months. The cargo was und Installation officer
woman suckling her infant touched: coal has
will be Dr.
should be made promptly and or not taken
than 300 miles away.
little velum&
care of for weeks Vasco
A. Smith. Also appearpolitely. Office callers are at a time.
On a hilltop overlooking the stood on the veranda of the in a steamy town where thil,
In the same category ing on the
program will be
hotel
by
always entitled to courteous is the
the
cracked
glass temperature rarely drops bebustling little port and railmatter of keeping en- Rev.
Alexander Gladney, prestreatment. Right here is gagements
road station the European doors stolidly watching us pass low 75 degrees.
promptly. A broker ident of the Bluff
by.
where you are engaged in
City and
Nearby
were
villas
hut it
Chubby African children
transport officials built a town.
or salesman who wastes his
Shelby County Council of Civic
making a new friend.
It soon became an active was difficult to !sae them clear- played around the rusting
client's time cannot be relied clubs.
ly
through
the
rank
growth
of cranes. Their families had
trading center. There Also
Contacts established through on in matters of great imCo-chairmen of the program
membership in chambers of portance.
were modern bar, a cinema, a tall grass and trees in the apparently taken up residence
are Mrs. Minnie L. Robinson
gardens
run
wild
in the nearby warehouses.
commerce and service clubs The
small hotel and a scattering of
successful broker or and Leonard Mitchell.
We left this central African
often result in both the closing
comfortable villas. The 80 On the central square of
salesman is the one who takes
of profitable business and the care
white residents shared the Bukama lizards and tropical Pompeii and returned to the
of the little things and
reference to the office of new- studies
good life of moat Europeans birds darted through the station, where our railcar was
the way to get along
comers who are in the market with
In the Belgian Congo. Their ruins of the post offiee and waiting to take UR back to the
people. One wise man
neat orderly settlement re- spiders spun their webs across eomparatively civilized life
for real estate. Occasional ad- said, "If you
take care of the
flected a way of life that must the gaping holes of windows. of south Katanga.
vertising of an institutional little things
LeMoyne
College's
annual
wisely, there will
character in the display col- not
have seemed as permanent as In the long grass outside an
Frangoulte was standing on
be any big things."
Marriage Clinic got underway
the railroad &silks and steam. enermous steel cabinet lay in- the platform. Would
umns of local newspapers will
it be PosThe
Monday
importanc
morning
e
of
of
this
speaking
week,
congruous
ly
on
boat
its aide. It sible for us to take him
lines they servved.
help build friendly contacts
back
in order to create good pub- April 9, in the recreation room
contained
But
the
as
private post- with us on our railcar? He
news of violence
that later ripen into business
lic relations for a real estate
boxes
the
of
elsewhere
long
deals of importance.
in
of Bruce Hall under the direcdeparted didn't have much baggage and
the
Congo
firm cannot be overstressed—
reached Rukama the white European population.
it had been such a long time
Membership in church, fra- not only in what
tion of Miss Martelle D. Trigg,
you say. DO
population
melted away.
Only the local administra- since his last visit to the
ternal, trade and other organ- in what
others say about you. associate professor of social
It did not take long for the tor's office showed signs of south. ..
izations will he found useful
sciences
violence to reach Bukama it- being cared for. The building The station master
in making friendly c ygnets. The number
sent
of steel inServing
as
consultant
s
a
r
e
self The town was caught up had been painted recently and message up the line
Everyone is or should he in- dustry stockholde
to K
rs rose to a Mesdames Tillie
in the tribal battles that rack- the grass outside was cropped mina, headquart
Whalum wad
terested in real .estate and at record one million
ers
of
thrr
in 19tW, a
ed central and mirth Katanga short It made the rest of the railroad in central Katanga.
sometime may hecom a pros- 70 per cent
increase from Loretta Kateo, both of Family
town seem even rnore forlorn The reply came
after
Moise
pect, whether it is to rent or 1849, according to the
Tahnnthe
declared
Service.
The
clinic
within
back
continuos "Go ahead . . Lick
Amerit dowel as Ell M1 your bead so full his province independent. It by contrast.
to buy a home or a place of ican Iron de Steel institute
minutes: A polite but firm
through Friday.
0' lead. . . You'll balancer
was no longer safe to neVigate
One European lira in Bu- refusal.
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I _am a Merchant Seaman, Premn, 1604 S. Millard, Chi39 years old, 5 feet, 11,..s inches cago 23. III.• •
•
tall, weigh 172 lbs., light
Dear Mine. Chante: I read
brown skin: average looks. 1
am interested in hearing from your column each week and
ladies between 28 and 35 who think it is wonderful. I hope
are honest and sincere—not you can help me. I am 22,
less than 5 feet, 5 inches tall— looking for a wife between
not too heavy. I will answer 18 and 22 or over. I alll very
all letters that I believe to lonesome here and need somebe sincere. Mr. Moore, c/o one to cheer up my lonely
Brand Inc., 182 Broadway. hours. I am employed, weigh
146 lbs., 5 feet, 7 inches tall,
Buffalo, N. Y.
•••
brown complexion, Baptist
faith. Anyone interested in
Dear Mme. Chante:
THAT GUY CRAZY. BY 114E WAY...YOU
I am a lady 39 years old, true happiness, please write
HAI)ITETIER GET A GooDIAOLD ON IVIAT
brownskin, 5 feet, 8 inches and send picture in first letter.
Mr: Howard Henderson, 423
tall, 189 lbs; Baptist faith. Like
PAINT BRUSH HANDLE ...
picnics and parties. Would like Beale Ave.. Memphis, Tenn.
•••
to correspond with a gentleDear Mme. Chante:
man between 40 and 55—
You have helped so many
self-respecting between 5 feet
8, and 6 feet 3 inches tall, dark people maybe you can help
complexion. Willing to ex- me. I am a single gentleman,
change photos. Leah Mae 40 years old, 5 feet, 10 inches
Barber, 420 W. 66th St., Chi- tall, weigh 160 lbs., medium
brown complexion; employed.
cago, Ill.
•• •
I am a Christian and would
like to hear from all peaceDear Mme Chante:
I am a young lady, 41 years loving ladies under 40 years
old, have 1 child. Would like of age.
Melton Bowlin, 735 N. Fairto hear from nice gentlemen
between 42 and 46 years of oaks, Pasaden, Calif.
•••
age who are interested in
Dear Mme. Chante:
marriage. My home is in St.
I woulds like to meet a
Louis, Mo., but I am visiting
my mother here in Denver. I woman between the ages of
am a member of the Baptist 18 and 25. not over 5 feet, 5
inches tall and not weighing
faith. Please send photo.
Miss Mary L. Smith, 2337 more than 135 lbs. Race or
versity Memel School and dicolor doesn't matter. She must EVANSTON — Compulsory
Downing, Denver 5, Colo.
infants rector of the Children's Me•••
be neat, clean and want com- testing of all newborn
morial Hospital Genetic Clinic,
panionship as I do. She should for phenylketonuria (PKU) has
Dear Mme Chante:
Chicago pedi- said there are several simple
a
by
urged
been
happiness
and
love
want
also
for
city
I have been in this
This disease, passed tests by which the disease can
3 months and would like very and be willing to share hie atrician.
generation to genera- be recognized.
froni
on
future.
near
the
in
me
with
a
with
much to correspond
These tests are mandatory
result in mental reChristian girl between 25 and I am 35, 5 feet, 5u2 inches tion, can
he pointtardation unless early therapy in British hospitals,achieved a
comlight
lbs.,
135
weigh
tall,
interested
be
also
must
She
30.
ed out, and have
undertaken.
is
lex
ion.
31,
—
am
I
C.
art.
D.
ON,
and/or
music
in
WASHINGT
in the
Dr. David Hsia, professor of significant reduction by PKU.
''Improved methods make the church going and employed. Eddie Carter, 6601 S. Marydamage caused
pediatrics, Northwestern Uni- brain
difference," says Charles Ma- Will answer all letters. Stan land, Chicago 37, Ill
STANDARD PROCEDURES
lone, a successful small farmer
"However, there is no such
••
•
••
of Pickens, Miss., who isn't
strong public health legislation
disturbed by the dozens of
in this country, except in Inempty farm homes he passes
diana, and we have to rely on
• •
•
every time he makes a trip to
the enthusiasm and good will
•
town.
of the individual physician,"
Malone's coonty (Holmes),
Dr. Hsia said, adding that the
like the rest of the agricultural
Physical Medicine test will become standard proof
partment
kept
be
can
appointments
a
is
that
life
of
counties of the country, has The preservation
cedure at Children's Memorial
on time, as well as assisting in and Rehabilitation..
had a sharp drop in farm op- dramatic and heartwarming
physical therapist utiliz- 4lospital next month.
The
superthe
under
of
care
patient
members
all
for
erators since 1950, reducing experience
He spoke at the seminar for
of the therapist. The es certain physical energies
public inthe total in the county from the medical profession. Sheer vision
to and the physiological proper- midwestern science
addition
in
staff,
t
o
clerical
n
is
however,
farmers,
Negro
survival,
2,340.
specialists now begetting advice on cattle rais- methods and raising some- 4,831 to
CATTLE AND COTTON —
duties, keeps the ties of exercise in the treat- formation
clerical
other
that
life
the
because
of
cent
enough
per
disease ing held at Northwestern uniing from State Extension thing besides cotton keep who made up 77
Charles Malone, second from
be worth patients' charts in order and ment of patients with
en- versity. It is sponsored by the
physical
Leader W. E. Ammons, left, them going in a county operators in the county 12 has been saved should
The
left, Pickens. Miss., and one
injury.
or
exerpatient
of
types copies
university and the National
electriand Associate County Agent where more than half tho years ago, accounted for 85 per living.
cold,
of his sons. Redmond, secheat,
are
an
ergies
are
the philosophy and cises. These exercises
Science Foundation.
the
massage,
Alonzo L. Henderson. Jr., colored farmers have left. cent of the decline. In the na- This is
and
ond from right, who used to
water
city,
home
the
of
part
essential
tion as a whole, the number of objective of members of the
PKU is a basic inherited erdeterright. Improved farming (USDA Photo)
been
has
depend mainly on cotton, are
which
of
value
program.
white and colored farmers de- Department of Physical Medi- therapy
ror which results in the overthrough
developed
and
Departmined
the
In
1945,
July,
in the
creased by a million and a cine and Rehabilitation of the
that is being carried production of phenyl
University of Illinois Hospitals ment of Prysical Therapy was research
typical victim
half between 1950 and 1959.
were on in Dr. Abramson's labora- human body. A
and
services
reorganized
"My family and I were on in Chicago.
an IQ of 50 or less and is
to all departments tory. Also, the results of tests has
or feed himour way out, too," says Ma- Last year, there were 23,840 extended
evaluate function of mus- unable to dress
to
in-patients
hospital
regular
for
university
therapy,
lone, "until we started reading patient visits at the
and joints are self. With proper diet
nerves,
1946
cles,
In
alike.
out-patients
and
43,274
which
during
more farmers bulletins, attend- hospitals,
the IQ can be raised to normal
studied.
Dethe
as
known
became
it
total
A
given.
were
levels, providing the victim
ing demonstrations, following treatments
improved methods, and raising of 1,749 patients were treated,
with an essentially normal life.
painwere
these
something else besides .cotton and 987 of
However, the therapy must
tients. This figure represents
begin within the first week or
and corn."
I
an increase of in-patients over
two of life, to be fully effecIMPROVED METHODS
tive.
The improved methods Mr. out-patients, which in turn
The special diet makes up
and Mrs. Malone and their means that more patients aie
for the inherited deficiency by
eight children followed, ex- being referred earlier for physplains Associate County Agent ical therapy.
correcting the chemical imbalWhen patients receive physiance.
Alonzo L. Henderson, Jr., ineluded filling in gullies, plant- cal therapy while they are still
more
ing cover crops and plowing in the hospital, they have
them under, preparing their time to learn new ways to becropland more carefully, se- come functionally indepenlecting better varities of cot- dent, to prevent formation of
ton and corn, applying ferti- deformities and to maintain
lizer in accordance with need, muscular strength.
and controlling boll weevils The physical therapy department, under the direction
and other insects,
These precticee led to in- of Dr. D. I. Abramson, is obGREENSBORO, N. C. — For
creases in their cotton yield viously a busy one. Making a
the fourth successive year,
a
often
is
living
worth
life
lint
of
pounds
600
to
from 240
Bennett College will conduct a
per acre, as well as a jump in long and painstaking effort on
summer institute in mathematonstration agent: daughter
PLANNING COUNTS — household budget with two
output from 35 to the part of the patient and the
corn
their
ics and science for 60 high •
of their children and two Mary. Mr. and Mrs. Malone, 80 bushels per acre on their physical therapists.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Maability high school students,
asAnderson,
L.
Daisy
Miss
lone believe in planning Extension Service officials.
THINGS
100-acre farm.
SIMPLE
President Willa B. Player, ann
demonstratio
horne
sociate
W.
Esther
Mrs.
Left to right:
and record keeping. They
Besides cotton and corn, the Take simple things like
nounced.
agent: and son Redmond C., Malones now raise cattle and A....,
are shown going over their Reed, district home demThe institute, made possible
tn., "Activities of Daily Livstanding. USDA Photo.
hogs for market. They expect . g,„ which is written on the
by a grant of $28,150 from the
these to add about $3,000 a Ipnatient's chart and which the
National Science Foundation
year to their gross income ordinary person takes f o r
of Washington, D. C., will exwithin a few years.
tend for six weeks and will
granted. ADL includes such
In line with this bj tiv 'things as getting in and out of MA R IANNE BYLANDER. crutches, another service of again be headed by Dr. J.
Illinois
of
University
the
teaches
Poltherapist,
three
they have acquired
Henry Sayles, chairman of the
3) Is it debatable?
a chair, getting in and out of physical
S Ili PARLIAMENTARY MOTIONS
of science division at the college.
department
Moriarity, hospitals
and China sows, 11 brood cows a bath tub, going up and down young Johnny
4) What vote is required?
rehaband
medicine
physical
deform
bull,
with
By Marcus H. BOULWARE
w
born
Hereford
s
a
and a registered
Dates for this year's institute
on and off who
5) May it be proposed again and they have dug two oonds stairs, and getting
the ilitation.
are June 18 through July 27.
a bus. Simple things for most ed bones and muscles,
Often a new and inexperi- if lost?
on
walk
to
way
DeS.
U.
proper
the
from
aid
with
people, but formidable for
enced chairman would do well 8) What can be done with partment of Agriculture and others.
IBADAN. Nigeria _ The
prepare a chart of motions the motion? (That is, can it
65 acres of im- In order to give over 40,000
developing
Governor of Western Nigeria, to
are
arranged according to the five be amended, postponed, laid proved pastures.
Sir Adesoji Aderemi, opened
treatments a year, it takes the
of motions. The chart on the table, or referred to 'a
the first West African Boy classes
"The Malone family has an combined efforts of 11 physishould contain the following committee?)
Scout Jamboree at Liberty
program and cal therapists, four physical
farming
excellent
chart might be placed
Stadium. He is chief scout of questions:
for a real future In .abriculture." therapy aides and two clerical
1) Can the mo-tion interrupt i n(The
a .business envelope .
Western Nigeria.
says State Agricultural Exten- staff members. The staff therespeaker?
a
c a r r y n ...a sion Leader W. E. Ammons, pists must have completed Al
The Jamboree was attended
require a convenience in
motion
the
Does
2)
around.
by over 1,000 Boy Scouts from
"But it has taken ui more leut four years of college
the three regions of Nigeria second?
READERS: For my chart of than 30 years to get this far," work and have been qualified
and from Ghana.
50 cents to Dr. M alone points out. "My wife by graduation from an approvmotions, send
Dr. Olumbe Bassir, of Uni- and the Executive Council, T. M.
H. Boulware, Florida A&M and I started as tenants in ed school of physical therapy.
MakA.
J.
and
i,
Ejiwunm
0.
is
varsity College, lbadan,
for University, Box 310-A, Talla- 1928 wiht one horse given to The aides play an important
Camp Chief for the Jamboree. inde were sub-camp chiefs
role in transporting patients in
us by my father."
hassee, Fla.
Jamboree.
the
Premier
the
to
The Secretary
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Medic Urges Testing
Of Newborns For PKU

Farmer Finds
New Methods
Key To Success

Rehabilitation Program At Ul Unit
Aims To Make Saved life Worth Living

•

Bennett Sets
$$ Institute
For Summer

West African
Boy Scout
1st Jamboree

YES WE ALL TALK
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RESEARCH ALSO play,
important role in physic.I
medicine. Dr. David I.

Abramson. department head
of the University of Illinois Hospital facility. is

evaluating physical agents
used clinically on patient
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DEFENDLR

Puss

SOCIETY

Cooper and Charlie Page; Miss
Car'
and
Irma
Hawkins
Bowen; Miss Forestine Wadlington and Donald Lee; Miss
Nettie Rupert and Ralph Jackson; Miss Estelle Saulsberry 111
and Elmo Johnson; Miss Melba Watson and Terry Harris;
Miss Mary Ann Orr and Robert Flynn; Miss Doris Price
accl Claiborne Davis, Jr.; Mira
Otvendolyn Smith and Willie
Carr; Miss Elvin Russell whc
was escorted by her father,
James Russell; Jr.; Miss Denise Thrasher and Christopher
Nelson and Miss Donna Rogers
and Robert Pickens.

Big Night Is 22 Days Away

The time is drawing near her of the Elite and 1,a Juanese
for 40 debutantes to attend the social clubs. Her escort is
annual cotillion which is spon- Arthur James.
sored by the local chapter of Miss Phyllis Marie Scruggs,
•Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity. a student at Booker T. Wash•
The big night is May S. A series ington High school, is planning
of social events will lead up a career as an elementary
to the debutante ball which school teacher. She has selected
LeMoyne college to attend.
will be held at the Casino.
•
The above debutantes are: She is a member of the Deb•
Miss Lurley L. Crawley, a Teen and Hostess clubs. She is
student at Douglas High the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
school, is the daughter of Mr. James W. Scruggs. Her escort
and Mrs. James Crawley. She is James Kilgore.
is a member of the Elite Club. Miss Robbie Mae Rodgers,
Aspiring to become an elemen- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cal
tary teacher, she plans to at- Walter Rodgers, is a student
organized Negro baseball.
tend Owen college. She is be- at Melrose High school. She
VISITING MEMPHIS
ing escorted by Henry Mason. is a member of Charmettes
Add to the current list of MUSIC FESTIVAL
April 5, at Bruce
L. M. Carroll, who escorted
Miss Mary Davis Towns, a Social club and the school's "MISS RHOMANIA" . . . Thursday.
students who were home from
We were part of the large
Miss Glover Jean Tillman,
Hall, LeMoyne college and
during the
was
crowned
attend
to
camclub.
plans
Glee
She
Lee
Mary
school
Mrs.
of
prep
the
to
daughter
college and
audience that thrilled
Miss
to
went
honor
the
second
the
alternate; first alterof
intermission
program
Missouri.
in
Lincoln
university
Tuskeplans
attend
to
Towns,
LATJEAN
at
PERT
Festival
.
held
puses.
superb Music
nate, Miss Aloma Lytle and
Glenda Kay Mitchell was
by Mrs. Anne Pet
TING, daughter of Atty. and the Auditorium last Tuesday gee Institute after completing She aspires to become an in- recital
crowned "Miss Rhomania." escort Ralph Williams; Mrs.
harpist
Mrs. A. A. Letting, and A. night, when more than 2100 her high school career at terior decorator. She is being ton, Chattanooga
Patton: and "Miss RhomaSeen with Mrs. Patton and
who was presented by Sig
Maceo WALKER, son of Mr. junior and high school mem- Douglas. Her ambition is to escorted' by Charles T. Epps,
nia- and escort Edgar David
ma Gamma Rho sorority. her harp are, left to right.
and Mrs. A. M. Walker, Jean's bers of choruses, choirs and become a nurse. She is a mem- jr.
cousin, who both attend Oak- bands participated.
wood Preparatory School at Members of the City Board
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
of Education, including SuperMISS TOMM YE KAY intendent and Mrs. E. C. StimThe YW-Wives Club of the Attendance prizes were given
HAYES, beauteous daughter bert, Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Sarah Brown Branch YWCA the guests. Announcements of
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hayes, Galbreath, president; Morgan
held two luncheon-meetings coming events were made by
from Fisk University, accom- Christian, assistant superinMrs. Addie Owen, YWCA
recently at the "Y".
panied by two houseguests, tendent; Miss Margaret WilMISS ARDEEN HAYES of liams, director of personnel;
Over 60 women attended the Branch director and Mrs. Marie
Hartford, Conn., Tommye's Miss Lala Stephens, supervisor
first event to hear speakers on L Adams, member of the Adroommate, and MISS SARAH of Music, and others were pre"Charm and Personality." Mrs. ministrative committee. Mrs.
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority
ALEXANDER of Los Angeles, sent.
Dora Vaughn, physical educa- Mary Murphy, former chairCalif. Bowling, dining out
tion instructor at LeMoyne col- man of the membership com- had an overflowing audience
Miss Charlotte Brooks of
lege, Mrs. Fredrick Rivers, jr., mittee, encouraged the ladies to brave the weather Thursand "Thunderbirding" around Carver high school was the
thavn has kept this lovely trio general chairman; and the fesand Miss Barbara Neal, teen- to renew their "Y" member- day night, April 5, to see Mrs.
age program director at the ships at this time. Mrs. Lois Anne Lee Patton, harpist from
tival master of ceremonies was
1418Y.
YWCA, composed the panel Greenwood, chairman of the Chattanooga in rectial.
Mrs. Ruthie LaGrone of
MR. AND MRS. A. A. E. L. Pender of B. T. Washingwith Mrs. Addie G. Owen, group gave her farewell adAccompanying Mrs. Patton
RANCH of Tougaloo South- ton High school. Other vocal,
e's Beauty Shop
Ruthi
MARY D. TOWNS
L. CRAWLI Y
expire
LURLEY
will
time
dress
her
as
YWCA branch director, servto Memphis, was her husband,
en Christian college at Tou- band and accompanying city
and a student at Charm,
on the Committee on Admini- Dr.
ing as moderator.
Patton, a prominent phyOloo Miss., were week-end teachers included Mrs. Moyse
stration in April.
Inc., says:
sician in Chattanooga.
Also on the program were
*itors, looking in on their Jones, Manassas, W. G. CowMrs. Amelia Dale, Mrs. Lois Ladies present were Mes- During the concert Mrs. Pat- "Thanks to Charm, Inc.
Many friends in the Bluff City ser, Lester; Omar Robinson, nics.
dames
Dorothy
Trueand,
Jen- ton received an overwhelmGreenwood, chairman of the
-4-friendships cemented when Douglass; Mrs. Allene McA consultant from a downI lost from 170 to 150
YW-Wives; and Mrs. Hattie nie Tarpley, Estelle Tolliver, ing ovation from the selection
Mr. Branch was dean of Le- Guire, Hamilton; Harry Win- town school trained the debsG.
Scott,
Effie
Spencer,
Violet
Braithwaite. Attending were
"Why Do I Love You?" de- lbs. in 6 weeks. And I
Moyne College and one of the field; Porter; Mrs. Carolyn to-be in modelling and Dr. A.
Mesdames Daisy Dawson, Ethel Satterfield, Parthenia Samoa, dicated to her husband.
most popular facutly members Garner, Manassas; Thomas E. Horne gave a discussion on
look better,I feel better
Douglas, P. F. Caruthers, Leola N. K. Smith, Mattie Suttles, Sixteen young ladies, dressof that revered school has ever Doggett, Hamilton; Emerson health.
and work better".
•
I
Dona
hort,
Helen
Smith,
EdBrooks, L E. Brown, Marie
ed in white waltz length
possessed.
Able, Manassas: and Mrs. At the present time, rehearBrown, Gertrude Bostic, E. J. die Riley, C. R. Rouhlac, Loyie dresses, and their escorts, Call for a personal inter,MRS. U. L. MAYFIELD, Helen West, Porter; coordinat- sals for the cotillion are beRobinson, Lena Wright, Ruth formed the Greek letter, sigCampbell,
view. No Obligation.
charming mother of Mrs. Fre- ed the excellent vocal and ing conducted by Mrs. Jesse
Whitsey, Jeannette Neal, Min- ma, on the stage, which disALSO ATTENDING
Wilburn.
derick Rivers, is visiting from band music presented.
nie
Payne
and
Mae
PatWillie
Miss Bernice Lansky
played a lovely picture in a
And Mesdames Bettie Edhrr home at Fort Worth, Tex. Beautiful dances were preThe Silhouettes, counterton.
garden of flowers.
wards, Robie Flemings, Effie
BR 6-2724 (Anytime)
gemphis friends claim her as sented by Douglass High parts of the Kappas, lend their
ALSO
THERE
"Miss
was
Rhomania"
Flagg, Roberta Goodrick, Lille
their own, so popular is the school, Porter Junior high assistance in the selection and
147 Beale Street
Emma
Pattei
son,
Mesdames
crowned by Miss Teresa RoHall, Alva Hunter, Willette
delightful Texan, who is a and B. T. Washington high training of the debutante
Humphry, Alma Higgins, Joy L. J. Lee, Celestine Lee, Er- binson, 1961 "Miss Rhomania."
COURSE INCLUDES:
frequent visitor with her school. The dances included groups each year. This year,
• ETIQUETTE
• VOICE
Horne, Nancy Haraway, Gene- nestine Lindsey, Hazel Lee, The new titlist was escorted
daughter.
"A Night on Bear Mountain" Mrs. Floyd Campbell is the
• WARDROBE STYLING
va Hicks, M. J. Owen, Annie Hattie King, Christine Jack- by Carl Vincent Hill, and was
'A N N BARTHOLOMEW directed by Mrs. Gloria Vinson chairman of the debutante
•MAK E-UP •GOOD GROOMING
Morris, Lottie Lee, Ernestine son, Narcissus Jones, Leora presented flowers by Sigma
HARRIS motored home from of Douglass; "The Scarf committee; Mrs. Edward Lewis
• HAIRSTYLING
Lindsey, Lenora Knowles, Min- Knowles, Joy Horne, Susie members Mrs. Maridelle Reed
A;tlanta, Ga., where she now Dance" directed by Mrs. Ce- is in charge of social activi• FIGURE CONTROL
SCRUGGS
M.
PHYLLIS
Hilda
Helm,
Hood,
Alva
Huntand
Bernice
Burton.
nie
Miss
Irwin,
b SELF-CONFIDENCE
lives while teaching in the celia Westly of Porter; and ties; Mrs. Ernest Abron, charm
Other contestants and their
Morning Cowling Cl
Christine Hawkins, Layde er, Nancy Haraway, Freddie
public schools, to visit her "Fantasy in Rhythm" by Mrs. school; and Mrs. Thomas WilHall,
Willette
Onie
Humphrey,
Miss
Lorraine
were
Parthenia
escorts
Scott,
Stokely,
Violet
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Caffrey Norma Griffin of Washington. lis, publicity.
Silmon, Eddie Riley, Selma Hunt, Annie L. Higgins and
Bartholomew. She was acMrs. Georgia Quinn of Mag- SEMPER FIDELIS CLUB
Ragsdale, Lydia Robinson, Isa- L. E. Brown.
companied by a colleague, nolia school was in charge of
SEMPER FIDELIS BRIDGE
belle Rouhlad, Abbie Rooks, Also Mesdames E. J. ArtiMrs. FLORENCE JACKSON, decoration; William Fleming
a
CLUB was entertained at
Minnie Payne, Sarah Price, son, M. Baker, Mamie Brown,
who was a houseguest for the of Carnes, publicity; W. G.
Mrs.
dinner-bridge party by
Martha Price, Ruth Porter, Wil- Cora Bilbrew, Gertrude Bosweek-end visit. More news in Cowser of Lester, head usher;
Attie Mae Roberts at her
lie Patton, McAdams Sloan, tic, Carlee Bailey, Elizabeth
the Bartholomew household Major George Robinson, Nahome., 2024 South Parkway
Effie Satterfield. Pauline Tay- Branch, E. J. Campbell, P. F.
centers around the forthcom- tional Defense Cadet Corps;
bufa
Following
East recently.
lor, Estelle Taylor, Nettie Caruters, Willa Cross, Clara
ing commencement exercises and the National Defense
fet dinner, bridge was enWashington, Louise Westley, Collins, Henrietta Craigen,
of Rutgers university, from Cadet Corps of Hamilton were
Mrs.
were
winners
Prize
joyed.
C. L. Waller, Willie Mae Whit- Martha Dulaney, Daisy Dawwhich their son and brother, the ushers.
Willye
Mrs.
Dancy,
Georgia
field, Ruth Whitsey, Elena son, .Bessie Edwards, Bettie
William, is expected to gradMuch prestige was added to T. Jones, and Miss Maedella
Wright, Joan Harris, and Maud
? uate. Ann expects to join her the excellent recital by guest
It MULE HALL ON
Edwards, Judy Eiland, Robie
Reeves of the club and guests
D. Bright.
parents on the trip to New conductors. including, Lloyd
Bartholomew and
Sally
?lemmings, Lois Greenwood,
Mrs.
March
the
On
28,
YW-Wives
Brunswick, New Jersey.
Lusk of Tennessee State uni- Mrs. Esther Brown. Members
• • •
again came together for a Sadie Guy and Irene Gleeden.
LeMoyne College Campus
versity who led the Senior present were Mrs Bertha Ray,
luncheon and to see a film on
OUT OF TOWN
High school chorus; Mrs. Dor- Mrs. Juanita Arnold, Miss ArApril 27 — Starting at 8 P.M.
volunteers in the community.
MEANDERINGS
othy Graham of Owen col- dena Herndon, Mrs. Adelaide
Mrs. Maxine Draper, member
A Galaxy of Talent
DR. CLARA BRAWNER lege, junior high school chorus;
Randall, Mrs. Velma Williams
ROBBIE M. RODGERS
of the Advisory Board of the
has gone to New York City to and Andrew Goodrich of
Buy Your Ticket Now
Mrs.
Polk
Aretta
Mrs.
OF
and
ART
THE
LEARN
Volunteer Bureau of the Health
visit with her concert and Nashville City Schools, who
Samella W. Willson was also last. Spring decorations fea- and Welfare Council, spoke to
Tickets or. on sole at Strosi•r's Eifrug Store in Douglass; Wores ead
opera artists sister, Miss AL- conducted the bands.
guest.
special
a
Y•scova's Supermarket in Walks, Horn•s; Castilia Sup•rmarket Its
tured a 'Spring Hats in Or- the women and encouraged
PHA BRAWNER, for a two- The excellent festival end• • •
Castalia Heights; Gstrt's Barber Shop in North Memphis; Devney's
bit" wall decoration with hats them to join the hundred of
week visit at Alpha's River- ed on a thrilling patriotic
For Details Writer
In closing, we pause to add
Sup•rrnark•t and Young's Grocery Store in South Memphis. In Ortrea•
side Drive apartment. MISS note, with Manassas' Emerson our voice of sympathy to Mrs. ringing the earth, the handi- women volunteers as "Visiting
Ladies" at Crump hospital and
Mound, get Tickets at Lucky Strike Gleaners. 0th., locations ors BRAWNER gave her second Able
the J. E. Burke of Forest City, work of Mrs. Faye Parker
all
conducting
Paul's Tailoring, WLOK Radio Station, Beale Street Elks, Hom• of
Town Hall recital two weeks choruses and bands in the Ark.,, whose genial husband. and Mrs. Lorene Osborne. Mrs. other areas of service. An inHAIR-WEEV
th• Blues R•cording Co., Midway Sundry in Binghampton; Goldsmith's
ago, and is preparing for a stirring composition, "Amer. the late Dr. J. E. Burke, has Dorris Bodden, co-chairman teresting and informative film
of the tea was the narrator, was shown.
Training School
European trip next Septem- co. Our Heritage," thus bringCentral Ticket Office and Sat•lit• Recording Company.
left a void in the hearts of
ber, which will extend for a ing down the curtain until his friends, patients, and ac- giving interesting facts about
5107 S. Michigan Avenue
Out of Town•rs should send trion•y orders for tick•ts to the Big Boot,
to
relationships
their
and
hats
venir booklet, were Mrs. 0.
year.
the next recital, two years quaintances not only in the
Chicago, Illinois
• • •
in cone of Radio Station WLOK, 363 S. Second Street, Memphis, Tem.
architectural physical aspects B. Braithwaite, Mrs. Kathehence. Would that this rich Mid South, but everywhere
6-1383
Phone: 1(Enviciod
A sad occasion, in the pas- and cultural fare was an an- throughout the nation, where of the body. A musical pro- rine Thornton, Mrs. Dorris
gram was presented under the Bodden, Mrs. Belle Pettigrew,
sing of MRS. SUSIE CRAW- nual event!
the
with
enriched
were
people
direction of Mrs. Sammie Lu- Mrs. Emogene Wilson and
FORD of Los Angeles, Calif., DEB CHARM SCHOOL
warmth of his graciousness cas, vice president of the aux- Mrs.
Dorothy Westbooks.
retired former principal of
The 1962 debutante group and sincerity and his outstandMrs. Virgil Bynum, general
Lincoln school, has necessitat- which will be presented at ing skill. Well done was the iliary and program chairman.
In charge of refreshments chairman of the tea, Opted
ed the departure of members the annual Kappa Alpha Psi work of this faithful' serwere Mrs. Belle Pettigrew and the overall success of the
of the Johnson family, includ- Debutante Ball on Friday, vant of humanity.
J.
MRS. MILDRED
Mrs. Willie Anderson. Tea venture, ably assisted by Mrs.
ing
May 4. at Clearpool, has been TEA AND HAT SHOW
CRAWFORD, MRS. GRACE undergoing intensive training
Auxiliary of captains, who had charge of Emogene Wilson, president of
Women's
The
J. JOYNER AND MRS FAN- in preparation to Making their Emmanuel Episcopal church patrons and ads for the sou- the auxiliary.
NIE J. RILEY. via Jet flight bows to society in splendor were host at a Lenten tea
to the West Coast last Sat- and aplomb.
which featured the showing
urday.
Join The
A charm school session of of hats made by milliners of
• • •
the
ended,
week has just
Parish House
six
the
at
city
the
MRS. JAMES S. BYAS and classes having been conducted
CROWD OF DISTINCTION
of the church Sunday before
her son, JAMES S. BYAS, Jr.. at the YWCA. Mrs. Addie
Preparaa senior at Milford
Owens discussed personality;
LADIES' HOSIERY
tory School at Milfred, Conn., Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Jr., conPotontod,
, Kind of Hosiory
No"
college
visiting
have been
the area of social
ducted
Pull-length DuPont Nylons
campuses in preparation to his graces; Mrs. Harold Whalum
Stay up oy•r-th•-kne•
college matriculation in the led the discussion on boy-girl
Without support•rs.
Catalog and Details, $1.00
Fall. They flew up to Des relationships; hnd Mrs. HenMR. WILLIE WILLIAMS
camthe
visit
to
Iowa.
KATHERINE TAYLOR
Moines,
ry White and Mrs. Myrtle
Partner of Williams Brothers Gro204
Boo
re4,
Rout•
and
GRINNELL,
pus of
Banks were in charge of the
cery, 2187 Lyons, toes on• of this
Blyth•vill., Arkansas
turned to Memphis before they hair styling and makeup clifirst depositors at Tri.Stary Bank,
to
Pa.
CARLISLE,
to
flew
(Indust. Tri-State Bank for all his
banking n••d•, where he receir•s
look over the campus of Dickcomplet•, courteous and confideninson college. From there.
tu al banking s•rvic• from hi.
James continued on to resume
friends.
the last quarter of his prep
school days.
• • •
STOPPING OVER WITH
BOB AND ALLIE MAE ROBwith...
RANKING HOURS-3 to 6 P.M. FRIDAYS
EXTR
ERTS at their distinctive home
was
East,
at 2024 So. Parkway,
386 BEALE STREET
Allie Mae's cousin, WILLIAM
(BILL) FOSTER, who is the
PARK FREE ON LOT CAST OF BANK
Dean of Men at Alcorn colMEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
lege, who was enroute to Chicago to attend the funeral of
Ask
SPEAS!
for
BP
Always
SPEASific..
MRS. ANDREW RUBE FOSTER, widow of the founder of

Merry
Go-Round

•
•
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Wives Hold 2 Lunch-Meetings Sigma Gamma's
Harp Recital
A Big Success
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Attend - GERSOPPA DUKES, Inc.
- 10th ANNIVERSARY AFFAIRE EXTRAORDINAIRE
Easter- Sunday, April 22 - CLEARP001. BE VI
Fashions in Orbit • 1 P.M. - Tuffs Greene's Orchestra
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ROOM - 7 P.M. 4070 lrinchester at Lamar

Exciting Dance Groups and Vocalist

Featuring The ANDY GOODRICH QUINTET
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THE AMICAE, an auxiliary
to the chapter, was entertained by the Chapter at
the Sarah Brown YWCA recently. Amicae seated from
left to right Mesdames Katie

•
THEMliEDEDICATING
4ELVES to the ideals of
!eta are the above Sorors.
Sdirst row, left to right.
$orors Hazel Pyle, Sarah
Dixon, Earline Somerville,
Mamie Stanback, Rosetta

Peterman. Mary Childers,
Velma McChristian, Lillian
Whitney. Second row, Sorors Maudean Seward, Birdie LeNoir, Cornelia Sanders, Elise Robinson, Basileus
Kateo, Larcenia
Loretta

Cain, Rosie Robinson, Loathe
Haley. Pearlina Saunders.
Third row, Sorors Celia
Chaplin, Doris Sodden, Burnadine Holmes, Marguerite
Callaway.
Bernice
Cox,
Debora Thompson, Lillie Lee
Lewis,
Juanita
Threats,

Yvonne Hawkins. Cordia
Sweet, Cassandra Harris,
Ethel Wynn, Frankie Cash,
Utoka Quarts, Mildred
Horne. Fourth row, Sorors
Bertha Ray. Bertha Fayne,
Grace Horner, Erma Clanton, and Dorothy Berkley.

GUESTS OF ALPHA ETA
ZETA sorority at the Front
Street Theatre, recently is
the above group of teenagers from Goodwill Homes.
Seated from left to right

Celestes Adams, Everlina
Scott, Emma L. Parrot,
Juanita Adams, Peggy J.
Davis, Annie C. Brown, Sylvester Adams, Soror Celia
Chaplin. Standing left to

right Soror Mildred Heard,
executive director of Goodwill Homes, Steveson Moore,
Sorors Lillie Lee Threats,
Rosetta Peterman, Utoka
Quarts, Leon Jones, Elton

Granger. Arthur Davis, Naserine Moore, Sorors Sarah
Dixon. Hazel Pyles, Lillian
Whitney, Birdie LeNoir, and
Ethel Wynn.

Pope. Annie Morris, Onie
Hunt, Rosa Clark. Annie
Jo y
Higgins. president.
Horne, Hilda Helm, Juanita Allen, Mary Taylor. Ira
Spillers. Standing left to

right Boron Cassandra Harris, chairman of Amicae affairs, Utoka Quarts, Earline
Somerville, Yvonne Hawkins, Celia Chaplin, Amicae
presenting six sheets to
sorority for Zeta National

Headquarters in Washington, D. C., Mrs. Eva Hamilton, Soror Hazel Pyles Soror
Velma McChristian, Soror
Cordia Sweet, Mrs. Carle.
Bailey, Mrs. Lois Greenwood.
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IN KEEPING with the Pres.
ident's Youth Fitness Pro-

gram, the Alpha Eta Zeta
Chapter recently hosted a

three-hour bowling party
for the city high school

honor students. Above are
the honor students and
members of the sorority.

Dr. Deborah Patridge Wolfe In New Position---Education Chief

She has traveled in Eng- of the United States five Board of Education in her naDr. Deborah Partridge
N. J.,
Wolfe, on leave as professor land, Ireland, France, Switzer- White House conferences: tive town of Cranford,
was graduated hon..of education at Queens col- land, Italy, Greece, Egypt, 1950 White House Conference where she
school.
lege, Flushing, N. Y., began Jordon, Syria, Israel, Leba- on Children and Youth, White or student from high
Such wide experiences and
her new duties as Education non, Turkey, Mexico, Canada, House Conference on Educaincluding a doctorate
Chief vi.ith the Committee on Denmark, Sweden, Norway, tion in 1955, White House training
from Columbia
EducatiVoi and Labor of the Finland, USpR, and through- Conference for Community in education
and study at Vas-*:
House of Representatives on out the United States, includ- Leaders, 1960 White House university
Conference on Children and sar college and University of"
Jan. 15. In this capacity she is ing Hawaii and Alaska.
Before going to Queens col- Youth, and 1961 White House Pennsylvania and many other
a member of the Full Cominstitutions make her eminent=:'
mittee staff and is responsible lege, Dr. Wolfe served as head Conference on the Aging.
Because of her outstanding ly prepared for the position to
for all matters pertaining to of Tuskegee Institute's Dewhich she has been appointlegislation affecting education partment of Elementary Edu- contribution to the education
cation, and director of gradu- of youth in Macon County, ed.
and related subjects.
Headquarters
She serves as the liaison ate work. She has also taught Ala., a junior-senior high National
Phi Beta Sororoity, Inc.
between the House of Repre- at Grambling college, New school has been named in her Zeta
1734 New Hampshire ave., -1•
sentatives and the Department York university, Fordham uni- honor.
N. W.
She served on the Citizen's
of Health, Education and Wel- versity, University of MichiWashington, D. C.
fare on all educational mat- gan, Texas college, Columbia Advisory Committee to the
university, University of Illiters.
She went to this job but- nois, and Wayne State univertressed with years of experi- sity.
Among her many associaence in education. She has
taught on all levels from kin- tions, she is serving in the folThe 1962 Central Area As- tional Urban League, the
dergarten through graduate lowing learned and educationinstruction. She has also been al organizations: secretary of sembly of The Links, Inc., will United Negro College Fund
Scholarship
Lillie Lee Threats, James principal, college professor Council of National Organiza- convene in Memphis April 20- and the National
Service and Fund for Negro .
tions for Children and Youth; 22, 1962.
Grager, Juanita Adams. Ce- and department chairman.
Her experiences have taken Board of Directors, Lisle Felleste Adams, Everlena Scott,
The Central Area is com- Students.
All business meetings will
Annie Pearl, Leon Jones, her to many parts of the Unit- lowship; v ice president of posed of 25 cities representElton Granger, Sorors Bir- ed States, including: New Jer- American Council on Chris- ing 13 states in the midwest be held at Universal Life Insurance co. building.
die LeNoir, Rosetta Peter- sey, New York, Mar ylan d, tians and Jews; vice president and south.
man, Earline Somerville, Alabama, Michigan, Illinois, of National Council of Negro
Founded in 1949, The Links
Many social activities are
Celia Chaplain, and Utoka Texas, Louisiana and Cali- Women.
record of civic betterment being planned for delegates
Speakers'
of
chairman
Also
fornia.
Guar's.
help make them one of the and visiting Links.
Bureau; Natio nal Associa- most influential Negro womLinks Althea Price and Adtion of Business and Profes- en's groups in the country todie Jones are local area plansional Women; life member day.
ning chairmen and Link Orof American Teachers asociaThe first national Link prois president of the
tion; member of American As- ject was a $500 contribution phelia Byas
sociation of University Wom- from each Link chapter for local chapter.
The current national pro-en; American Association of a life membership in the
ject is "the search for and
Professors; InterUniversity
$28,000
than
More
NAACP.
Gersoppa Dukes, Inc. At- Ann Mitchell, includes Misses
national Reading asociation; was turned over to the NAA- guidance of talented youth."
faire Extraordinaire, which Helen Taylor, Doris McKee,
Comparative Education socie- CP as a result of this project.
On local level, Link chaphas attracted capacity crowds Carolyn Adams, bell Hodges, ty; American Academy of Soare cooperating with
ters
the
initiated
Links
the
1960
In
Bobbie
Jones, Josephine Norfor nine years is expected to
cial and Political Science; Na- Christmas Card Substitute schools and community agenman,
Sylvia
Grady, Thelma
present its greatest Affaire to
tional Education association;
cies to survey their communcelebrate its 10th Anniversary Marshall, Evelyn Vavasseur, And National Society for the Plan, which brought in over
ities and provide young pg..Fund
Freedom
the
to
$20,000
Ann
Jo
Mayo,
BatAmanda
on Easter Sunday night, April
Study of Education; Associa- of the NAACP.
ple with proper counseling,
tle,
Shirley
Owens,
Shirley
22 at 7 p.m. The elegant settion of Childhood Education;
which vocational guidance, personal
organizations
Other
Starks,
Veniece
Williams,
beautiful Clearpool
ting of
Association of Supervision and
support from improvement classes and cut;
Beverly Room, 4070 Winchest- Claudette Brooks, Jamiesteen Curriculum Development, and receive annual
are: the Na- tural enrichment.
chapter
Link
and
other
Hester
local
loveer at Lamar, will lend desired
International President of
lies.
atmosphere to the star-studded
Zeta Phi Beta sorority, a servMORE ENTERTAINMENT
revue.
ice organization.
Tuff Greene and his band
ANDY GOODRICH FEATURED
She has contributed more
outside the
Owen college has established The first chapter
Highlight of the show is the has been selected to furnish than 20 articles to learned
i state of Missouri was estabh
P
of
Chapter
Alpha
Mu
appearance of the Andy Good- music early in the evening. An journals and has received
Kap.
Kappa honor society on lished in 1926. Phi Theta
rich Quintet of Tennessee exciting dance group tutored many honors and special Theta
pa was officially recognized,
college
announces
campus,
its
A & I State University. The by Miss Johnetta Thomas will awards, including: listing in
by the American Association
L. Dinkins.
well known jazz group will perform. The famous Harper Who's Who of American President C.
of Junior Colleges in 1929.
nathe
is
Kappa
Theta
Phi
KapWomen: membership in
feature Louis Smith, on trum- Bros. will also appear.
200 chapters
scholarship There are over
pet; Morris Palm e r, drumMembers of the club in- pa Delta Pi honor society in tionally recognized
of Phi Theta Kappa in t h e
1o
c
junior
for
Thefraternity
Lambda
mer and vocalist; W. 0, clude: Robert L. Dillard, pres- education and Pi
United States and foreign
Smith, bass; Leonard Morton, ident. James Wells, Charlie ta honor society; fellowship leges. Its stated purpose is to countries.
develop
scholarship,
promote
study
graduate
piano and the incomparable Jackson, W. L. Benford, Ben- for two year's
Members are required to
Andy- Goodrich making with nie Donelson, Clarence Fitz- by the General Education character, and cultivate fellow- maintain a "B" average and
of
students
the
among
ship
the alto sax.
gerald, Calvin Dillard, Alton Board;
carry an academic load of at
National Achievement both sexes in junior colleges. leak 15 semester hours. EliRave notices have followed Coleman, Carl Jay Smith, WilAssoNational
s
a
w
society
the
honor
of
Award
The
their appearances throughout liam Woodard, Rock Washinggible students at Owen Colthe college circuit which in- ton, Clarence Spratlen, Her- ciation of Business and Pro- founded in 1910 under the lege will he initiated next
membership
Omicron
Phi
Women:
Kappa
fesional
of
name
cluded Austin Peay, Sewanee, man, Norwood, Elroy Black,
month.
Indiana U and Tennessee A Willie Pegues and Leo King. on the President's Advisory at Stephens college in ColumMrs. Russell B. Sugarman,
was
Youth
name
Fitness;
on
the
1928
COmmittee
in
Mo.
bia,
& I State, Three masters and
English instructor and holder
The Easter Seals Campaign
Zeta
for
Year
Kappa,
Theta
Phi
the
of
to
Woman
changed
one doctdrs degree held by for Crippled Children and
of the Phi Beta Kappa key.
the group evidence their ca- Adults have been chosen by Phi Beta sorority; awardee of influenced by the name of the and Rev. Fred C. Lofton, dean
pability. The Quintet will ap- the group as the charity con- Today's Makers of History of honor society for senior col- of students, will serve as adthe Association for the Study leges — Phi Beta Kappa.
pear at 9:45 p.m.
visers.
tribution recipient.
History.
For six years Phi Theta
Admission is $2. Tickets of Negro Life and
FASHION IN ORBIT
President Kappa was limited to junior
the
attended
She
be • obtained
vin
Fabulous "Fashions in Or- mayatMel
Words of the Wise
colleges for women, through
bit" will be presented at 7 Malunda's Restaurant, 1450
Without God, we cannot
p in with Mrs. Cornelia Gren- Gaither; Davidson's Grill, 345 calor Store, 1283 Thomas st.; constitutional amendment in
Without us, God will not
coeducational
2192
and
men's
1924,
Drugs,
and
Strozier's
Winof
House
at.;
shaw doing the commentary. S. Fourth
—(8t. Augustine)
junior colleges were included.
The group, directed by Mrs. dy's, 2357 Park ave.; Sam Li- Chelsea, ave.

Links To Convene Here

NEARLY VISIT to the
Goodwill Homes, was recently made by the chapter.
A program was given. Kneeling are Shirley Houston,
Eleanor Bridgeforth, who
appeared as guests on rogram, Robert Rivers, Charlie
Rivers, Eva Rivers, David

Scott, John Parret, Helen
Brown, Beverly Cato also
a guest on program. Seated
left to right Mrs. Stillman,
cook, Arthur Davis, Stevenson Moore, Nazerine Moore.
Sylvester Adams. Emma
Barrett, Peggy Davis. Savannah Adams, Geraldine

Hills, Soror Mildred Heard,
executive director of Goodwill Homes. Standing left to
right Mrs. Morton, house
mother, Soror Ethel Wynn.
Mrs. Reese, laundry overseer, Sorors Lillian Whitney, chairman of visitation.
Sarah Dixon, Hazel Pyles.

Gersoppa Dukes, Inc.—

Affairs Extraordinaire Expects Sellout

Honor Society At Owen College Formed

zti
-4)

IONE WILL BE CROWNED
Practical
Licensed
MrsNurse.- Above contestants
are seated, left-right: Mrs.
Bernice Morrow, intesnive
care: Mr-. Dorothy Middle-

S

and Mrs. Ira Jeans, out pa
tisten department. all of
John Gaston hospital. Stand
ing: Mrs. Julia Newbern,
E. H. Crump hospital: Mrs.
Morris Grandberry, private

duty: Mrs. Irma Moore, Tobey hospital: Mrs. Lester Randle. John Gaston hospital.
Competing but not shown
is Mrs. Geraldine Williams
at Weal Tennessee hospital.
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Y-TEEN QUEEN — Miss
tenth
Luvetra
Howard,
grade student at Garter
High school, was crowned
"Miss Senior Y-Teen" of
1912 at the annual Y-T•en
Spring Formal last week in
the spacious auditorium of

Sarah Brown Branch of the
YWCA, and placing crown
on her head is Charles Powell, city-wide president of
the Hi-Y. Seen at left is Miss
Geraldine Robinson, first
alternate and vice president
of the Booker T. Washington

MANASSAS HIGH NEWS

Y-Teen club; an Miss Ida
Pate, right, second alternate
and member of the Douglass Y-Teen club. Miss Howard is also queen of the
Geeter Y-Teen club. (Withers Photo)

Library Week

Appoints Man For
Veterans Affairs

NAACP Seeks
Improvement
For Homeowners

At Convention
Dr. Walter W. Gibson, professor of chemistry and chairman of the division of natural
sciences at LeMoyne college,
will attend two conferences
next week. He will be in St.
Louis, April 17, for the National Science Institute, and
in Chicago. April 20-21. for
the American Institute of Rio-

The House Nobody Wants"
as th• hills, Bat still beat rant bills.
Atstrong •s Gibraltar, StannA nualt•s cannot alt•t..
Witb an incest., upsralr•, (R•stard to all prey•ral
All I a•it Is a brlsolt ••• Platam Sot Haorstre• solt•••
Coll my OOOrli (SIMMONS)
T•ach•rs, Church organisations, Of ju st anybody, If you hove $500
you .,I I ho.•$320, et the yew end.
i
In th• bent, at four p
Buy tn•, 1 cc.. $500 dawn and $60 poi. month. I rant for $150 a
he $1,580.
month, At tho end of tilt, yon r your 5500

SIMMONS Real Estate Company
401 Linden Aysnu• •

Atork
Its •
tiqnal
were c
ter the
thinly
erans
pets,
able s
games.
-The
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Negro In MSU
Band Is Given
Two Days Off

talents such as: dancing, drawing and singing. She, too will
Last week the public schools
be an attraction in our coming
of our city combined talents
Annual Show. "Tina," as her
to present an evening of enJames Simpson, a trumpeter
friends call her, is a senior in
tertainment for the parents
the 12-1 homeroom in which in the Memphis State univerand friends of this city at the
Mrs. J. R. Turner is homeroom sity concert band, was given
city auditorium. Of the schools
instructor, and resides with two days off last week. The
presented in the festival Maher mot her, Mrs. Evertina reason: the band was giving
nassas had the honor of para Saturday concert on TeleviRoderick at 745 Alma st.
ticipating in both the vocal
Socially she is an active sion Channel 5, and top uniand instrumental segments of
member of the Mu Alpha The- versity officials did not want
the program with representata, Mixed Choru s, NDCC him to be seen.
tives from the band and choir.
Simpson, who lives at 1547
sponsor, and secretary of the
Directors of our music deDoris st., the only Negro in
Double Ten society.
partment here at Manassas
"Tina" is a member of the the MSU band, said the uniare: Mrs. B. B. Jones, Mr. E.
Pentecostal Temple where the versity's policy is that he can
Able, Mrs. B, Wilson and Mrs.
Rev. J. 0. Patterson is pastor. appear with the organization
G. Garner.
Upon graduating from our when it is on the campus, but
MB. AND MISS TALENT
school she plans to further her that he cannot play elsewhere.
A 1959 graduate of HamilThis week the spotlight is education at Tennessee State
focused and radiates on two university in the field of mu- ton high school, Simpson attended the University of Michpersonalities and prominent sic as a concert singer.
figures of our campus. Both
Our hats are off to these igan for three semesters.
are well known for their ver- two TEENS of the WEEK! ! ! While there he was a member
of the varsity concert band
satility and varied talents: TOP COUPLES
therefore we will present
Oscar Thrill and Patricia and the university's marching
band.
them separately.
Dean (CAR).
Simpson is a sophomore maYvonne Luster and "Julius."
"Mr. Talent," the title beChester Tay lor and Iva joring in music literature.
stowed on him in a recent popularity poll, is Isaac Hayes, Jackson.
Gladys Williams and Edor as many campus students
refer to him as the "golden ward Johnson.
Glenda Warren and George
voice baritone" or "the young
The citywide Library Assoman with the golden voice." Greer.
Leon Hurd and Ophelia Rai- ciation will climax National
Isaac sings well, but prefers ney.
Library Week on Thursday,
to spend his leisure time playElmer Harrison and Phyllis April 19, with a program at
ing the saxophone, clarinet or McCoin.
Douglass high school from 4
pian o. Incidentally, he will
Jerline Shaw and Matthew to 5:30 p.m., and the public is
again be a feature in our An- Roberson.
invited.
nual Show for the fourth con- CONFIDENTIALLY
National Library Week was
secutive year. Isaac is a senCharles Smith, watch out, Is unched in 1958 and has
ior in the 12-4 homeroom in Jimmy Lee is "cutting in on
achieved a notable record in
which 0. T. Peoples is instruc- you."
alerting the public to the need
tor. He resides with his grandShirley Purnell got for a "better read and better
mother, Mrs. Rustil Wade at "butched!"
informed America."
681 Lyman.
Carl Maple blushes whenThis year's theme is "Read
ever
he
gets
near
a
"tape
Socially Isaac is affiliated
and Watch Your World
measure."
(Well,
Carl?)
with the Mixed Chorus, viceGrow." Librarians in MemVernon Hatch had better phis schools are seeking to
president of the Speakers' and
beware
of
the
places
that
he
Science
Social
Writers' club.
expand the number of volclub, NDCC and a member of sometimes finds himself! (Do umes in their libraries and
you
get
me
Vern?)
Gentleman's
club.
the Top
also to interest young people
Rudolph Myers has found a in the library profession.
He attends the Christian love with Rosie Miles!
Chief goals of the Memphis
Chapel church where Rev. A.
Willie Keller has acquired library system is to inform.
D. ,Jones serves as pastor.
that "continental look."
inspire, increase the amount
Bonita James has a rising of reading by students and inIsaac's future plans and goal
in life include: a possible ca. hatred for the most handsome crease the interest in the liseer in the entertainment boy in the senior class. (Won- brary and its facilities.
world. "May success follow der why?)
National Library Week is
QUIZ QUESTIONS
you always."
being observed in the United
Miss Talent is of course. What is Beverly Guy doing States from April 8 through
Miss Evertina Roderick who for herself these days now April 14.
like Isaa c, has also several that she has become temporarily "Billy-less?"
What's to this new syndicated column Luvenia Mclnyre
is circulating about free of
charge?
A Dorchester, Miss., man has
Claudia Nevels is in the last been appointed grand commisround of the Williams-Nevels sioner of Veterans Affairs for
bout.
the Elks Grand Lodge, anErnestine Hollowell. when nounced Hobson R. Reynolds,
are you going to get hipped" grand exalted ruler. Named
enough to know that B. M. is was Wesley E. Tutt.
crying his heart out for you?
Dr. Adolphus W. Anderson,
The Memphis branch of the
Robert Rivers, why can't Sr., executive assistant to HobNAACP has asked the Shelby
Reed become son, did perform the duties
County Court to permit Negro you and Shirley
assumed by Tutt.
property owners to improve "more than friends?"
their homes rather than clear
the area near the Oakville
school for a park and school
grounds.
A letter of protest to the
Oakville Civic club's request
that the area be cleared was
mailed to Squire Charles W.
Baker, chairman of the Court
on last Saturday.
The branch said it feels that
the civic club's request for the
clearance of Negroes from the
area results from the revelation that county schools may
be desegregated and Negro
children, who now have to
walk three miles to school can
request entrance to the school
just across the street from
where they live.
The protest stated that some
of the property has been
owned by Negro farnilieo. for
as long as 300 years.
MUSIC FESTIVAL
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NEWSBOYS!!!!
Here It Is
The Contest You Have Been Awaiting!!

Valuable "Points" for every newspaper
The "Whale-Of-A-Contest
you sell.
starts today...and continues 12 weeks.
Newsboys Are Divided into 4 Groups

GROUP A

[Newsboys selling 75 or more newspapers each week)
10 Points
5 Points
5 Points
10 Points

For Retaining Base each week.
For Prompt Payment
For each New Customer
For Customer List
I, •

GROUP B

(50 or more papers each week)
10 Points
5 Points
7 Points
10 Points

For
For
For
For

Retaining base Each Week,
Prompt Payment
Each New Customer
Customer List

GROUP C

(20 or more papers each week)

base
built
They
Glroum
es, Do
and
known
their
lyn.
DOD
The

are s

•

in
pi :
6dg.
lift i

Pi

1 Point For Each Paper Sold
5 Points for Promi:1 Payment
S Points For Each New Customer'
10 Points For Customer List

GROUP D

(New Boys Selling Less than 20)
2 Points
3 Points
10 Points
10 Points

For
For
For
For

Each Paper Sold
Prompt Payment .
Each New Customer
Customer List.

31
•F
•
•N

IA

GIFTS k GIFTS * GIFTS *
Will Be Awarded To the Boys Who
Reaches 500 Points in 12 Weeks.
CONTEST RULES*
1. All Tri State Defender newsboys are eligible.
2. Contestants must complete reports to their distributing
agent each week to continue in the contest.
3. Contest will end Saturday, June 2 at 5 P.M.
4. Employers of the Tri State Defender and members of
their families are not eligible.
5. Decisions of the judges are final.

Al
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good golfer observes this ritual series of lessons and apparentconscientiously. Taw club mem- ly gain something from them.
ber' ever do it. 1 will never They go out for a round with
understand why they pass up
this chance to save at least their friends or friendly ensDespite the back-to-back nofive strokes with only a few inies and either forget all they
hitters by Washington twirlminutes of extra effort.
have been told or revert to
ers, the Warriors dropped a
As I write this the most fre- dteir old method after a couple
6-5 contest to Hamilton in
quent complaint of teaching of tries with the
technique the
eight innings. Nine errors conBy JOHNNY CHANDER
round.
pros, and I have suffered the
tributed to their downfall.
The latter procedure is one same experience myself, comes Pro advised because the shot
(Guest Columnist)
Hamilton's only loss was a
As you progress in learning I would make a must in every- to mind. It is a tendency of failed to come off am well as it
6-3 setback to Melrose in golf there is the matter of prac- one's playing routine. Every pupils to take a lesson or a did on the teaching tee.
their opener. The Wildcats are tice procedure to consider. A
in second place with a 3-1 rec- majority of average golfers
ord with other victories over who go out for an occasional
Lester and Carver.
drill session will spend most
Getting good pitching from of the time hitting with the
James
southpaws Lee and
clubs they use best.
Eubanks and able relief work
They get esthetic enjoyment
from William Lewis, Douglass out of watching the good shots
leads the league with three fly away. But to
pros
wins against no losses. T h e never work on the good clubs
Red Devils, the only undefeat- He concentrates on the ones he
ed team left, are expected to was hitting badly the last time
get a thorough test this week he was on the course or on
as they were slated to go the ones he feels he has never
against Manassas (play-off gotten under control.
champs) Washington, (defend- Never practice just to hit
ing league champ) and Mel- shots. Go out to improve your
rose on Monday, Wednesday, short comings and stick to your
Firday afternoons, in that purpose. There is no chance
order.
whatever of improving by
Both Ward and Lee struck mererly batting a lot of balls
out 16 batters in their no-hit- off the practice tee. You must
ters. The day before, Lee was have an objective to profit from
praised by the Memphis Po- such sessions with one exceplice Department for his speed tion that is the brief warm up
of foot fri helping to appre- lust before teeing off on any
hend a hold-up man.
arPREP SCORES
your EAR
Douglass 11, Carver 3;
Crow
ranged
Old
to
for
be sent
MS be HURT
Manassas 6, Melrose 1;
with toothpicks or mitten
Douglass 8, Lester 3;
his
to
home.
Washington
risk
Don't
tipped sticks.
Washington 12, Woodstock 4.
demise. Sohen up herd to
Hamilton 10, Lester 7;
reach was with sale
tire AURO eardropa.
Wash out clogged we*
TODAY- LIGIITER. MILDER 90 PROOF
Under the 1962-63 federal
that may irritate, anima
budget of $92.5 billion, the
your hearing. Ask at
government will be spending
druggists for AURO
$1 million every five minutes
and 40 seconds.

Waited 3 Years For No-Nit Game

HORIZON

The prep league baseball
season enters into its third
week with the pitchers domi.
noting play in most of t h e
games_ The league had to wait
three years since being re-vitalized for a no-hit game, but
three were pitched In the first
two weeks this year, two on
the same day.
Charles Lee pitched Washington to a 5-0 no-hit win over
Bertrand and the Thunderbolts were victims of the same
fate in their second game
against Douglass. It was t h e
same score and again t h e
pitcher was a Lee, James, no
relation, however. On the same
day of the latter no-hitter, Willie Ward led Washington to a
3-1 victory by pitching hitless
ball against Manassas.

By BILL LITTLE
to be capably plugged by Junior Gilliam moving back to
DEAT-Of-TMElacondbase and Frank Howard
HORSEHIDE
moving from the outfield to
The Major League baseball firatbase. Ron Fairly can back
season was slated to get un- up Thomas since Norm Larkderway this week with the •r was grabbed to stock Houstraditional opener at Wash- ton.
The experts say talent is all
ington, D. C., lifting the lid
cue what promises to be an ex- there, but most of it was there
dting scramble for the Amer- in 1061, too. Manager Walt Alican and National League pen- ston knows that if he doesn't
win this tim4 around, he probnants.
Because of expansion, there ably won't get another chance.
will be two new clubs. The Last year's winning Rods
two new clubs are the New were surprising, and again it's
ork Meta and the Houston be a surprise should CincinIts of the new 10-team Na- nati win. Many feel that their
tional League. Although both 1060 sixth place finish isn't
were constructed hurriedly af- too far away for them to land.
ter the World Series, and are YANKEES SURE TH1140
The New York Yankees
thinly manned by fading veterans and borderline pros- far years have been considpets, they have made respect- ered as sure as taxes and
aisle showings in exhibition death, this year is no exception, despite Tony Kubek's The District III Track and
games.
-The old fox of the game, going for a soldier. The awe- Field Championships a r e
Cagey Stengel, will return to some power of the M-squad scheduled for Melrose StadigUide the fortunes of the New (Mans and Mantle), Liston um Thursday and Friday.
York Mets. Stengel was let Howard, Bill Skowron, Yogi Thursday's preliminaries bemit as the New York Yankees Berra, and the pitching soli- gin at 4 p.m., with the finals
fiad boss two years ago be- darity of Whitey Ford, Luis starting at 6:00 p.m. Friday.
cayse of his age. After a one Arroyo, Ralph Terry, Bill Douglass was the victor in
year retirement, the cagy Cal- Stafford, is enough to turn
the Orange Mound Invitationifornian returns to the scene the little resistance their opal last Saturday afternoon at
adinto
muster
can
to
triumphs
ponents
his
of
oC.rnany
the Melrose oval. Douglass
miration.
supthe
for
Yanks
battle the
scored 39 points to edge Melpcirt of New York fans. Har- Oddly enough, if three of rose who came in second with
ry:Craft, the Houston skipper, Ralph Houk's "if'." come
37.
2 years of major league through, it surely won't be
/
has 21
Fleetfooted James Garner
eiperience with Kansas City. much of a race. They are former big game winners — Rob- paced the winner with a 10.0
.000 SELLoUTS
100 yard dash, 23.0 in the 290
.Cleveland a n d Baltimore in Roberts (bought from Philand anchored the 440 yard rewill have new managers in adelphia), Bob Turley and
aly team to victory.
Mel McGaha and Billy Hitch- Bud Dailey.
NOW WITH
cock, respectively. Both were
last
clubs
coaches with their
year.
Washington, D. C's 20 milBy CHARLESETTA LEWIS and Mr. X: William Gardner
lion dollar stadium, used for
and Montyne Clark; John
exfor
and
fall
last
football
and JENSIE MOTTEN
Shannon and Seraline Nughibition baseball, was expectcant; Connie Fisher and Abra
(Guest Writers)
ed to be jammed with a 47,000
Harris; Vertice Allen and
sellout crowd with President SPOTLIGHT
George Jones; Edna Mae Know
Kennedy throwing out the
This week our spotlight falls and Velvet Lasane;
first ball before the Senators
Jensie Motten and Johnny
upon two very outstanding
battle with the Detreit Tigers.
both seniors. They E. Wilson; Delores Jackson
Bennie Daniels, former Pitts- students,
Cleaves and and Arthur Liggett.; Elester
burgh hurler, has looked im- are Miss Dorothy
Benton and Dorothy Prescott;
pressive in Grapefruit-cactus Wilson Knox.
Dorothy is the daughter of Bonnie Williams and Herbert
loop games to draw the openMr. and Mrs. Eldridge Cleaves Brooks; Joyce Gray and Lading game nod.
a member of die Morris; Lillie Brown and
An interesting stop on the of Lads. She is
Dorothy
Hodges;
and, Glee Mabon
i erary of National League the N.H.A., Library
a majorette. Cleaves and Charles Norfleet,
ma will be at Los Angeles, Clubs and also
Religiously she is a member Ivory Motten and Morris Wilen the Dodgers are visited
Baptist son; Wilson Knox and Ethel
at :Chavez Ravine. While the of the Grays Creeke
pian- Stokes.
new park was under construc- church, Eads. She is the
WOULDN'T IT BE CUTE
tion, the ex-flatbushers played ist for the Mt. Pisgah Baptist
at controversial Los Angeles church.
IF:
Miss
graduation,
Upon
Coliseum. Gone will be the
Bettye Wilson had a new
INVITES HIS FRIENDS TO CALL HIM FOR
short left field screen. Chavez Cleaves plans to attend Lane hair style?
she
where
Jackson,
college,
million
18
to
represents a 16
THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN AT 525-0511
Carol Herring stopped crydollars in colt and seats 56,000. plans to major in elementary
education.
will
ing?
45's
Colt
The Houston
Wilson is the eon of Mr. and
shoot it out in a 32,000 capaciEllie had a new girl?
ty park until its modernistic Mrs. Olious Knox, who reside
Ray would pay some attenme
M
Road,
Twine
5885
at
built.
is
stadium
darned
tion to a certain freshman?
The Mets will likewise be phie. Upon graduation, he
309 UNION AVENUE
Fennie and Tommie were
playing at a temporary home plans to attend Philander
married?
base until a new stadium is Smith College.
built at Flushing Meadows. Listen all you guys and
They will open at the Polo dolls, have you heard about
swinging "Sophomore
Grounds. The Meta' Gil Hodg- the
es, Don Zimmer, Charley Neal spring Prom" to be held in
and Roger Craig are all well the Mt. Pisgah Gym on April
known to New York fans for 13th? The Sophomore Class
their playing days at Brook- is under the very efficient supervision of Mr. Ernest Cole.
lyn.
DODGERS, N. L. FAVORITES -DEDICATIONS"
The Los Angeles Dodgers "Anniversary" - Calvary and
are slight favorites to win it Laddie.
1, in the National League, "Please Don't Leave Me,"—
•pite the exodus of Neal and Yertice and George.
odges to the Mets. The gap "Doctor Feel Good,"—Walter
left in the infield is expected and Colodia.
"Found a Leve," — Barney
Coreful drivers ran now bay
and Bonnie.
"Annie Get Your To Yo"—
Dorothy and Lillie.
"Lost Someone,"—Juanita
and Sarah.
"Cry To Me"—Sylvester and
Gloria.
TOP COUPLES
Robert Stout and Lola
Dodson; William Stokes and
Studio At
Earlene Barnett; James Shotwell and Charlesetta Lewis;
STREET
BEALE
319
William Gilmore and Jerldine
Franklin; Rose Fitchpatrick
(it lowest preferred rates
WE SPECIALIZE IN

lie

Track Meet
At Melrose

411

Golfing
With `Lir

•

taste the
realness

ofthis historic bourbon
Henry Clay did...and

BILL SPEROS

MT. PISGAH HIGH NEWS

The Greatest Name in Bourbon
na

CROW elliTIllfrY COMIANY.FRANKTORT. KY. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT

amiss VINIIKEY

90 MDT

•
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With Convenient New Phones in Colorful Tones!

CHARLIE WASHBURN

Brightening up your borne tor
wring? Mixing paints? Choc.ing now draperies? Now's the
Vine to add handy phonea in
color to complement your own
decorating ideas!

BILL SPEROS

PLYMOUTH - VALIANT DEALER

Extension Phones

•

like the lovely new Princess put
springtime calls at your elbow
in the bedroom, den or basement
playroom. When the ring's for
you, just reach for the nearest
extension, save time and steps.
For touches of beauty, choose
the phones you need in flowerfresh colors that will help you
decorate. The choice is wide,
the cost is low.

News for you!

4

Pictures Tell A Story

AUTO INSURANCE
at E.H.CRUMP& CO.

ERNEST CWITHERS
Photographers
.Family Groups
•Church; Groups
•Homo Photos
•News Photos
•Weddings
•Receptions

IA 6-5835

Or

WH 6-3289

brings new convenience
to springtime living. Now
you can talk room-t040Orn,
antiwar the door, over this
same phones you use for
regular calla. You can Miry
outside Cana, even mind the
baby, and save many a
step and stair.

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
rat., New RUIATOREX And Enloe LIN
take,
A dieters moomamm IWIATOREX
up where mature leeeee en A PHYSI
CYANS FORMULA. OM, 11500 Kw a 2•
week supeN Monter-bad If sat satin
fled after I bottles, Seed COD
w Meson Order NOW.

Check

THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 F. 115th St.. lea 17
NEW YORK 29, N. Y.

Members of General Remodel ers of Memphis

4

Home Interphone

HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
DELUXE COMBINATION ALUMINUM DOORS
$33.95 WITH THIS AD

Fiber Glass Awnings and Carports
Combination Doors - Painting and Papering
Aluminum and Insulated Sidbng - Roofing - Insulation
_,.Garages - Fences - Ornamental Iron Work
&teens - Windows - Floor and Plastic Tile

NOW IT IS EASY FOR YOU TO GET PROPER
PROTECTION AT REASONABLE RATES
Why pay more for your automobile insurance than you have to'
If you are a preferred risk, you deserve preferred rates -- and
you can flits them at E. H. Crump & Co.

The Bell Chime
gtves a new spring lilt to your

And even If you have had trouble buying your car insurance,
you too can now get It at E.H.Crump & Co.atteaSonable rates.

telephone service. Like daffodils
set to music, melodic notes
announce the calla for all your
phones_ The Bell Chime can
also be set for the regular ring
or for a louder bell when
fine weather takes you outdoors
to garden or entertain. Comas
in your choice of soft paid
or ivoey finishes

Bring your driver's license, and •ither your license tog receipt
or owner's title card to th• E. H. Crump & Co. offic• at Main
and Adams.

by

tomorrow.

Polies - DrIvoways - Fr.. Efftlmet.•

FHA and Conventional Terms

WH 8-4079

Soft-Lite
*Fi
ber- Glass Construction
CO., INC. OF MEMPHIS

1211 SOUTH PARKWAY UST

.

E.H.CR u
MAIN

p & Co.

To order or And

AT ADAMS

"The South's Largest Ituarance Company-

OW

;Nor,,thoia the*,eervirps, just Mil the Busmen rIfftee or
ask your telephone serviceman.

Southern Sell

•

co
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Melrose PTA Teaching Career Month

DOWN TO EARTH
Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory

..•

The Melrose High School
A
In Memphis, Negro public
PTA will meet Monday, April
a radio forum will
16, at 3:30 p.m. in the after- school teachers, their organi- held
eld on Station WDIA at 4
zations and their Bluff City p.m. Subject will be "Has
noon at the school.
Ne.
There will be a meeting of Teachers Association headed gro Teachers Lost Influenci
special importance, also there by Mrs. Willa Walker will ob- In The Communit
y?"
will be a panel discussion on serve teaching career month
On Saturday, April 21,
the "Exceptional Child," all celebrated all of April.
A committee, headed by program Future Teachers wilt
parents are asked to be presMrs. Felicia Sart i n, have be held at
ent for this meeting.
Georgia Ave. school!.
planned a series of programs.
Mrs. Mayola Mebane won Kickoff
The climax of the Career
events will be (Teachthe third prize in the recent ers Sunda
y) scheduled for Month will be April 26 at
High School PTA Tea. The April
15. Ministers have been Hamilton high school, when
final reports were very en- asked
to base their sermon the outstanding teachers of
couraging and again the presi- upon
the teaching profession the
year will be presented.
dent and chairmen wish to during
morning services
thank everyone for their fine Teachers
are working with the
Since 1946, the increase in
cooperation.
ministers to set the program
There will be five delegates in motion. Also on Teachers' hospital beds in the United
from the Melrose High School
States has not kept pace whit
PTA going to the Tennessee
dent; Floyd Campbell, princi- the rise in population, the
Congress of PTA meeting at
pal, and Mrs. Cleo Draper, Health Information Foundathe Carver high school April
publicity chairman.
tion reports.
26, 27 and 28. They are the
first vice presiden t, Mrs.
Georgia B urn p us; secretary,
SEE or CALL YOUR
Mn. Marie Scott; treasurer,
SPIRITU
AL ADVISOR
Mrs. Onzie Hunt; roommothone
er chairman, Mrs. Lucille Hill;
WORLD FAMED MYSTIC SEER
and Mrs. Ida Johnson, the
REV. C. W. F. JEFFERSON
4
winning homeroom representWILL BE IN MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
i
ALL THE MONTH OP MAY
ative in the annual tea. We
are wishing them all a very
Phone JA 7-4201
successful a n d informative
Dreanis Interpreted ••- BI•ssisd Amulet
P•oc• My Peopl•
W. Love So Much
meeting.
431 East 440h Str•rw, Chicago 53, Illinois
Mrs. Mattie Suttles, presiPh,,. R•s Wo 4.0522
Bus. WA 4.2133

4-H ELIMINATION DAY SET land, home improvement;
FOR APRIL is
Katherine Williams, entomolFour-H Club members from ogy; Christopher McNamee,
eight West Tennessee counties Lillian M. Williamson, junior
will participate in the annual public speaking; Robert Clark,
District 4-H Elimination Day poultry; Benjamin L. Bell,
Contest Saturday, April 7, at Anne Ford, college speaking;
Merry High school in Jackson, Margaret Randle, dairy foods;
Tenn.
and Nannie MacLin, canning;
Demonstrations will be con- And Hortense Bolden, Wilducted in 25 different projects, liam Black, senior public speakshowing improved methods of ing; Timothy McNamee, safefarming, homemaking, leader- ty; Otis Hare, senior tractor;
ship, personal development and Roscoe Gudger, electric; Therethe preservation of our natural sa Olds, health; Evelyn Seymour, junior poultry; Sarah
resources.
During the month of March, M. Williams, Thomas Black4-H Demonstration Day con- well, achievement; Edward
test were held in the West Gray, boy's apiculture; Mary
Tennessee counties to deter- E. Johnson, food preparation;
mon, Deleine Peppers, Ella
mine winners in the different and Eddie J. Boone, field crops. PRAISE CHICKEN—Postof the broiler industry in
ers advocating the use of Re* McCombs and Haywood
projects. These county winners
Arkansas and later read
Arkansas
fryers
in
the
Reed. Standing. same order, stories about some of the
will compete in the District
school
lunch
program
were
are Shirley Saunders, DoroProject Contest.
large procesing plants in the
displayed recently by chilthy Gray, Linda Farley, Helstate (McChriston Photo)
FAYETTE WINNERS NAMED
dren
attending
McNeil
ena Spratton, Shirley Ann
Thirty-five first place winThe commander of American School at Crawfordsville, Jones, Shirley McKinney,
ners were named in Fayette
Legion Post 27, Grover C. Ark., and displaying posters
Cora L. Luster and Arthur
county's annual 4-H Demon- Burson,
said, this week, the on the subject on front row, Saunders. While dining on
stration Day, March 24, at the
cost of sponsoring a boy to from left, are Johnny L.
menu of fried chicken the
Fayette County Training school Boys
State this year will cost Jackson, Ruth Ann Penerchildren were given news
in Somerville.
$26, which is a dollar more
The first-place winners and than in
years past.
their projects were: Cornelious
Boys State is sponsored each
Harris, soil conservation; John year by
the Post in .conjuntion
T. Dorse, forestry; Eugene Anwith
derson, garden; Sallie M. Hall, civic business firms, churches,
and social clubs, schools
As LitleFor
As
senior dress revue; Mary L.
and individuals. It is set for
Braden, clothing achievement, June
10-16 on the campus of
and Bertha M. Dunlap, junior
Tennessee State A&I univerbread baking;
sity.
You Can Have One or Two Modern, Convenient Offices
Also Mattie Bonner, frozen
Burson said the $26 will be
foods; Katherine MacLin, jun- in
In The Tri-State Defender Building.
addition to the cost of transior dress revue; Vinnie Strickportation to and from NashDOCTORS - LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN, ETC,
ville.
••••••••••••••••••••••••4
Sponsors of boys should send
Contact Mr. Whittier Sengstacke
•
•
checks payable to Grover C.
Burson, Post 27, at 1258 Race
1956
AGENTS WANTED
MERCURY
TYPISTS! HOMEWORKERSI MAIM
Four-door, Power Equipment; take
st., Memphis 6, Tenn.
money at home! Mailers, 2 MediFOR RENT
up notes. Phone M182.4134 - After 4:30
429 South Main
110(1.
By JO JO BELL
P.M,
GREENCASTLE, INDIANA
io MEN
10 WOMEN
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
LAUNDERETTE FOR SALE
Choice Negro Location
apply
Baker
Electric Co., Inc.
wiii sacrifice
TALENT SHOW
FULLER PRODUCTS
Low Equity
Newly decorated 3-Room Apartment
Members of the faculty and
2219
Call Mr. Page EL 7-3214
Young Ave.
Stove, Refrigerator and Water furGOD SENT
or FA 4-8823
the PTA presented an inU.S. CIVIL SERVICE TESTS!
nished. 412.50 Wk. MU 2-3502.
BR 6-0016
All Prayers and Hemlines Free
teresting Talent Show in the
Men-women, 18-52. Start high as
HELP WANTED
,
Touch of her hand will heal you. REV. SISTER
$102.00 a week. Preparatory train•
gymnatorium recently, a n d
GABLE has the
BARBEE SAKE - Fishing and Horse- Licensed & Bonded Electricians
15
ing
GOOD
1God-Give
until
WORKE
n Power to Heal by Prayer. Everyone welcome,
appointed. noueond• of
RS back riding. 5108 Horn Lake Rd.
the program was narrated by
white or
jobs open. Exp•rienc• usually un- Pull or part time
EX 8-1068.
Free Estimates
in Memphis.
1COlored at REV. SISTER GABLE'S Home. What you
the coach, Calvin Halliburton,
necessary. FREE information on postcard aft!' name, address. Bend
see with your
and
eyes your heart will believe. Are you suffering?
jobs, salaries, requirements. Write telephone to Dept. D; 147 IS Strat- 2 Rooms and Bath - Water pd. Oas We wire new room additions,
BEST COUPLES
Are you sick? Do
Heat. JA 6-8043.
TODAY
giving phone. Lincoln ford Drive;
you need help? Do you have bad luck? Bring your
ranges, dryers, air conditioners,
Ruth Craft and Otis Elder:
problems to REV.
Service, Pekin 74, Illinois.
TUCSON. A 5174 IN A
DUPLEXES FOR RENT
SISTER GABLE -today and be rid of them tomorrow
"My Little Angel."
hot water heaters, electric heat.
3 Large Rooms
. She advises on
W. Bath
Emma Garrett and Milton
all affairs of life. There is no problem so great she
241 N. McLain
can't solve (how
$25
month
Per
Parker: "I found a Love."
to hold -Jour job when you have failed, and how to
Apply. 236 North McClain
FOR SALE
succeed, calls your
BR 6-2984
Yvonne Petty and Milton
Pick Up Payinent• On
friends and enemies by name without asking you a single
word,
and
French Provincial Furniture
$90 Weekly Earnings
Parker: "Our Anniversary."
reunites the separated). Upon reaching womanhood and
SAVE $81 — Buy Thousands of omee
Living
Room
realizing
Dining
she
Roov
/Age 26 - 46. High School Education at wholesale. Send 111.00 (refundable)
John Thomas and Shirley
had the God-Given pow r to help humanity, REV. SISTER
Bedroom. and Stamm
hien with sales erperlenee preferred for large illustrated aatalog. erelong'
GABLE
Jones: "Rough Lover."
?duet oe neat to appearance. Car Is of California, P.O. Box 3187. Holly
T•lephon• GL 8-8357
has devoted a lifetime to this work. From the four
wood. California.
Necessary. Able to furnish Bond.
corners
of the
SPANISH CLUB
world they come to her, White and Colored—men and
PROMOTION TO
woman of all
Pan American Day will be
Do you need 3 or 4 bedroom.,
races and walks of life. Guaranteed to remove evil influence
LETTERHEADS. personal. business.
610.00 DOWN
observed at the school in the
and bad
QUALIFIED MEN
Or you can rent out one Ode
They come in three colora, 1 color
:act. There is no pity for those knowing they are in
of this big house as •n apart$1.75 for 250, 2 color $2.00 for 250. Write to P.O. Box
near future, and members of
hard luck and
—
311
GITIns
Own
a
beautiful
ment to help pay the notes. It
home
site
3
on
color
1.225 for 260. There are 15
need
help
and
do
come
not
for
Details
it—one
has
a deep lot and garage, and
visit will' convince you. She
the Spanish club are learning
styles. The envelopes are the same
Grenada Lake in Carver
a very reasonable price. Let
price. Free samples and Information
gives
lucky
days
and
hands.
Lifts
you out of sorrow and darkness and
their lines for the play.
Point
us show you this highly desirSubdivision - Easy
Send Sc for handling and mailing
345 CAMBRIDGE
able property. Call us lodes.
starts you one the way to success and happiness. If you suffer
Rodger M. Harrison, 10308 Dyer. El 1 Ls
The club plans to buy memrse Furnished Room. Private terms, wonderful resort area
from
Paso, Texas.
PAUL BRELAND
alcoholism and cannot find a cure, don't fail to see this Gifted Woman
bership pins in the spring.
Bath. Heat Furnished. Use of Kitch- for fishing, boating, s
w
I
mFOR SALE
GL. 81232
en. Reasonable Price. WR 6-1151.
who will help you. REV. SISTER GABLE is here for the first
Officers of the club are
ming,' hiking and just plain
845 Aieda Avenue
time.
Realty
FA 4-2061
4-Bedroom, 2 Baths,
Story House
Shirley Jones, president; LaREV. SISTER GABLE invites you to her home. A FREE LUCKY
$2.500 Equity - Assume Loan - No 3 RoOms And Bath. Water pg. Hot living. Call me for complete
282 N. MERTON
Qualifying
water. Rear.
zell Harris, vice president:
CHARM WILL BE GIVEN WITH EACH READING. DONATIONS
informati
on
and
pictures.
Mrs.
WH 6-4640
Ask for Reggie Dicker 196 Leath
JA 6-8045 Ruby Fant - BR 6-7090.
Barbara
Morris, secretary;
ONLY.
Marva Cunningham, assistant
secretary; Dorothy Bowers,
Hours 7:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M. Daily and Sunday
treasurer; Richard Smith, parReads for both White and Colored, No Appointment Necessary —
liamentarian; Willie Dawson,
Private and Confidential Reading in her own Home.
sergeant-at-arms; and Jerry
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523
Johnson, reporter.
Rev. Sister Gable is located permanently 11/2 miles from
TOP CHICKS
City Limits of Collierville, Tennessee on
Lena Derden, Shirley Hill,
Geraldine Jordan, Barbara
Nelms, Vernise Lanier, Joyce
Herman, Marlene Shaw,
Look for cross in front of her House Trailer Home
Elaine Douglas and Gloria
Transportation from Memphis to Rev. Sis. Gable.
Lynch.
TOP FELLOWS
Take the Yellow Cab Bus to Collierville.
Freddie Richardson, Chester
Moore, Tyrone Turner, Thomas
Parker, Robert Boykins, Ernest Owens, R. C. Mangum,
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
Bobby Jones, Kenneth WilYOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
kins, Irvin Grice and Joe Robinson.
We need capable and aggressive display adverI. 19.Dormitory Rooms: — Clean, Comfortable, Modern
Furniture,
BEST DRESSED
tising salesmen and saleswomen to work in adPrivate Bath — Clean Wash Rooms — Showers ,
Freshmen: Donny Sherman,
Weekly Rates: $5 — $10
vertising field with experience and ability to
Laura Baker and Shirley
2. Modern Swimming Pool — Year Round Swimming:
75'30 ft. --Brown.
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
Diving — Swimming — Wading Sections. Underwater
Lighting —
Sophomores: Alvin Floyd,
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
Barbara Nelms and Gregory
3. Regulation Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators
Section with
1200 seating capacity — For Leagues, Tournaments, Competative
Grice.
Matches, Classes — Boning — Community Programs
Juniors: Odum Arps, Caro4. 7-Large Club Rooms: Club Meetings
lyn Sherman. Joy Reeves and
CI
Forums —
Conferences — Teas — Socials
C. G. Gilliland.
Seniors: Otis Elder, Ruby
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
BROTHER BOB
Hardy, Harold Adams and
HUNKY DORY
ANNUAL RATES $7
Loyce Becton.
4 to 6, 10 to 11, 1:30 to
6 to 8:30,

High Living Cost -Boys State Up $1

Check Our Ads Daily

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
$30 MONTHLY

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Call

JAckson 6-8397
.

JA. 6-8391

1754 B1SMARK

REV. SISTER GABLE

3 MEN

826
BULLINGTON

SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED

ABE SCHARFF BRANCH

1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week

NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!

'Hwy. 72, East of Town on Holly Springs Road

11 to 1:30

NEED CASH!

—Quick Loans

0

CANE COLE
3 to Sign Off

Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is e censor, why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our courteous trisotment and desire to
vou.
''Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:1)0 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 7:00
Di X IR FINANCE CO.
Home Chimed - Home Operated

2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main. JA. 7-RSRI
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611

CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
—.-You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"W• like to say yel to your
loon request'.
Examined and Supervised by
the State Deportment of
Insurance and Banking.

The New Tri-State Defender
236 South Wellington Street
JAckson 6-8397

GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 to 10, 2 in

REUBEN
WASHINGTON
Sunday — Sign On
To Sign Off

8

bis,
odi
Wi
CO

Advertise In The Want-Ad Section

3 Lines For 2 Weeks

Carver High

•

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call 3k. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

YMCA
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— $10 — $25

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Miss,
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL 18
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouraged(
If any of theme are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life
to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you
why
your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MAI)AM BELL at Once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over MiNflifr
sippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all limes. (Stk.
never had an office in West Memphis.) ,
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
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